
Okay And all of those books always have been

available because yuu all had that right

Yes sir

And so all we know exactly for every single

calendar day every single workday of the year for from

2004 up through 2008 the exact number of patients seen in the

clinic correct

Yes sir

And at and youve hedrd testimony 0nd

witnesses brought in here talking about 80 patients in day

correct

The range numbers from 60 to 90 think Ive

heard

Okay And you know thats false informarior

correct

dont know that to be entirely false know

that they ran probably 60 maybe 70 eien sometimes upwards

from 70

Okay think in your police report think the

range the highest ever was 76 in day

Okay

And so the mean youve stated youre on

my examination while back when was asking you about

examination of Linda Hubbard you know you were stating that

you dont mislead anyone or allow C.nyone to give any
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inaccurate information correct

No sir We dont

Okay vcell youve heard witnesses that can

come in here and testify to facts that you know arent

accurate correct

cant prevent what theyre going to say We

dont encourage tiem to mislead lie or give any talse

staements cart encourage what they say

But if they

Or cant stop them

say something that helps your case youll

us let it rIde correct

No we take the statement as is Thats why

Wha is

we record them

pardon

Thas why we record them

Did you record that interview t5at debriefing

on Mdrch 2005 keep asking for it

No sir We didnt

Okay So when Brian Labus came in and ldid all

this out his whole theory for you all the District Attorney

was there all the detectives F.B.I that one we forgot to

record correct

No We recorded Brian later on but we dont
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generally record those meetings

Why didnt you record what he had to say

Because we dont did record them later on

in an interview Yes sir And he said exactly what he said

in the meeting Maybe with few differences but mostly the

same informaton

Well in thdt later interview are you talking

about in Apri

Yes sir

Okay We April he told you all that the

clinic denied denied reuse of propofol on Wednesday

afternoon

don recdl specifics of that dont

remember that

He said inda Hubbard denied Linda Hubbard

during Lino0 Hubb0ro wrong rame got her on my brain

Who am starting to say Who

MS WECKBRLI Tonya Rushing

THE COURT Its

MR WRIGHT nva Rushino

BY MR WRIGHT

Tonya Rushing denied reuse of propofol Do you

recall that

That sounds familiar Yes sir

Okay He even contended that she said no
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youll go go look in the Sharps containers youll find we

Just used 20s and theres bunch of half full ones in there

remember

Yes sir

Okay Did anyone else Youce read Dorothy

Sims BLC COO youve read the actual the incident report

of Brian Labus and there is nothing to substantiate what he

said about them denying use of propofol correct

Im not sure where youre going Theres

nothing that says th0t he denied the use of propofol

Theres nothing to substansiate that story he

was giving you that the clinic denied multiuse of prnpofol

Well guess not No sir mean it was

conversation he had with somebody else so cant

Okay

Im going off of what he says

But you you knew ysu knew on March 5t1

that they had admitted it Its in the BLOs report currec

As far as him admitting reusing propofol

mean know that there was yeah there

Right

theres multiple facets to that mean

theres the CRNAs they interviewed there was

Im talking about the

this
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first moment they walked in They walked in

the door on Wednesday Were here theres an outbreak tell

us how you do this And they gave them an hour and forty five

minutes explanation of the entire practice And they said

they used lidocaine and they used propofol and they multidosed

both correct

Youre saying thats what they said the first

time they met with Mr Labus

Yes

dont know Id have to pull the recording

and see what he said or pull the transcript and see what he

said

Well know what he said He told you all th0t

they lied about it

Okay

You had BLC and CDL and Brian Labuss own report

shows that they admitted it correct

Okay Yes sr
Brian Labus incident command form January

2008 1515 whats that in police time

Thats 315 in the afternoon Im sorry tYdts

kind of hard to see

You got that right Propofol with lidocaine is

the primary anesthesia used and comes from multidose vials

correct
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Who wrote this Brian Labus

Brian Labus

Can see this real quick

Yes

Pause in the proceedings

THE WITNESS Im not seeing where he attributes this

specifically to Tony0 Rushing Im seeing that he talks about

contacted Tonya Rushing and then he said Met with staff from

Endoscopy Center and Southern Nevada Gastrology Center of

Nevada and then he goes down to the bullet points of what

from what Im taking is that he learned

BY MR WRIGHT

Right

collected basic information about the clinic

of general process used with patients and scope reprocessing

and then he goes down bullets and one of them was propofol

with lidocaine is the primary aresthesia used and comes from

multidose vials All medications 0re provided by the clinics

to the CRNAs

Correct Thats whats thats his report of

what was learned on the first afternoon when he was there

okay

Okay

And whct did he tell you all when you

interviewed hIm in April
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Well from what youre saying he told us that

Tonya Rushing said that

Denied

denied it But this doesnt say that Tonya

Rushing either admitted or denied it This just says this is

from the the staff or Tonya Rushing

Oh see Your interpretation ias other people

readily admitted it but Tonya in the same meeting denied it

No My interpretation is whats on here which

is you know he talked to several different people not just

Tonya Rushing

Okay What did he lets look at CDCs

report 1/9/08 in the afternoon at

Okay Witness complying

the entrance Who Wd5 do you remember vtho

was present at the meeting It was Cliff Carrol Tonya

Rushing Jeff Krueger Two CDCs three BLCs and Brian

Labus right

Im sorry What say that again

was just saying who was presert at the

meeting

Which

the entry meeting You had you had tlree

BLC

Okay The BLCs did the investigation at the
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Burnham clinic if remember correctly And as far as the

inibiQl meeting

Right

Im not 100 percent sure if they were there

or not

They were there

Okay

et me show you the incident commanders Let me

show you the nident commanoer

Okay

Do you know who the incident commander is

Im sure its Brian Labus

You got that right He is little short with

himself at the top

Where do fit on here

footnote

Thas the ay like to stay

Who is the investigation unit under the

commander

The investigation unit is listed as Gayle

Fischer N0dlne Howard Melssd Schaefer and Dorothy Sims

Okay And you understand Dorothy Sims and

Naoine Howard are with BLO

Yes sir

Okay And Schaefer 0nd Fischer are with ODO
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Yes sir

And this BLC report mean because they were

there that day

Okay This part right here

Yeah whats show they learned at that entry

meeting

It says Interuiew 0t the top here and it

says On 1/9/08 in the afternor The charge nurse indicated

the propofol was utilized as mu tidose vial to induce

sedation during the endoscopic procedure The propofol

would be discarded at the enc of the day

Okay And so that cpuecrs to you and appears to

me that was readily 0drritted wten they walked in the door

correct

Yeah that ould due Ien the charge nurse so

Im thinking thats either Kate M0ley cr Jeff Krueger

whichever wou have been conccered the charce nurse at the

time

Jeff Krueger w0s the ThGrge nurse

Paise the prcceedngs

BY MR WRIGHT

Now dont want to forget this Where is

Vinnie January how do we tell

All right We these are the endoscopy

registers that were located well this one would have been
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located at there was two sets of books One were taker

from the search warrant at the Endoscopy Center of Souhern

Nevada or yeah the Endoscopy Center on Shadow Lane and

then the second set of books were later received as part of

the subpoena from the attorneys of the so if these were

from the Shadow Lane one these would be and each one of

these were done by d0y so avery procedure that wds done is

listed in here by day and then they write out edch procedure

ihar was done and who was there

All right So if and we c0n do it for every

single day So like when we heard all this testmony in the

courtroom about when in the fall of 2007 Dr Desd after he

had his stroke and then Dr Carrol reduced the pdtcnt load

ano the numbers go down and all those differert tongs dbout

the date we could look at every single day there and just

see exactly what was happenng as to patient load and iho was

here correct

Yes sir

Okay

And its

Look

for January 08 it was Sagendorf that w0s

there

Okay And it was January 11 would h0ve been

the interviews they went in on the 9th that was Wednesday
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January 2008 January 10 they did short reviews January

11 they did their observations and talked to people And so

was Vinnie Mione there

Ive got Mathahs Hubbard and then in the

afternoon have Sagendorf

Okay So theoretically Brian Labus talked to

Abinde on that day

And then Sagendorf

or even Sagendorf

Yes sir

And of course Mr Sagendorf denied any suc

conversation corect

Yes sir

Ever though that ends up in the report of

Brian Labus that it was Vinnie Mione that told him that

right

Well again that would have been my fault

thought it was Virnie Vione at the time and was the one

that said it

When did you figure it out

Than it was Vinnie Mione or..

That it was an error where you had

dont know while hack

How far

Sometime during these last two months
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Okay During the trial

Right

Okay Because before that do you remember Mr

Mione getting grilled during the interviews and being told

that he youre just not beino honest with us

Yes sir

Okay And of course hes getting grilled and

being told youre not being honest with us Mr Mione All

upon bogus story from Mr Labus correct

MS WECKERLY Im goirg to object to that

mischaracterization

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay And

Well again

THE COURT Yeah thats sustaineo Rephrase

BY MR WRIGHT

All based upon an inaccurate statement

attributed to him correct

That would have Leon my fault Yes sir

Whos Detective Ford

Detective Ford Wd5 worKed with him ir

intel back in 2005 2006 ann 2007

Okay Do you remember that Detective Ford

well was firmly convinced was he scopes

That was one of the theories that was put out
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there Yes sir

Okay And do you recall that thats the theory

he believes

As to this day dont know what he believes

but back then he mentioned thats what he thought yes So we

locked into that

Okay And do you recall stating that well

never be able to resolve it and prove it one way or the other

dont recall saying that but you know if

do want to get into the

Well when

proof and what you know

what Im thinking of is when you were

intervie4ing Melvin Hoiard Melvin whats his last name

MS STANISH Hawkins

MR WRIGHT Hawkins

Bi MR WRIGHT

Melvin Hakins

thinx youre talking about two different

situations okay medn proving that

Im talking about

being

THE COURT Well wait

BY MR WRIGHT

the interview
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THE COURT We have to answer the question

BY MR WRIGHT

of Melvin Hawkins

THE COURT and you already know that that

THE WITNESS was going to

THE COURT Ms Weckerly forget its been

forget whose witness ycu were but ghichever one is going to

be able to cone bdck and you know ask you to clarify and

expound oo conversations that you may testify about on

cross examination so..

THE WITNESS Yes maam

BY MR WRIGHT

Ill let you expound once get to where Im

going

Okay

Okay Melvin Hawkins

Yes sir

In Yer his interview first interviei

which would have been in April 2008 by then Southern Nevada

Health District icterim report had been released at the end of

March 2008 thick Three March 28 2008 Do you recall

the interim report of the Southern Nevada Health District

Witness reading report

Im not going to question you or the whole

thing
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Im just trying to

Thats long report

refresh my memory Its you know

Okay

theres ton of stuff

Well you recall

in here

that that came out 0n nterim reort of the

Health District

dont recall specificQlly ever seeing this

Okay Do you recall Brian Lahus stating that

they had difficulty sending out letters patients because

they couldnt get good list of the patients from the clinic

That sounds familiar but we wouldnt have

been involved in that at all but yes that sounds familiar

Okay And so that th letters went out on

the 27th of February and by March lath you all had these

booKs correct

Yes sir

And you had every ycu hod their

computers correct

Yes sir

And so that all Brian lbus needed to do was

contact you all and he woulo get ll of the information hat

the clinic had about every patient geing back four years
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correct

Yes sir

Now do you recall on the interview of Melvin

Hawkins Detective Ford saying that its just got to be the

scopes

was there right Because there as

thought there was two interviews with him

Detective Whiteley

Yes

Detective Ford and Melvin Hawkins

Yes

And do you recall saying Well its the

thing is like said its not its not dont kno4 if

were ever oong to really find out the true nean wed

have to test the vials and test the syringes and that iotld

be impossible now

Well Id have to see what thats in refererce

front and back

44 and 45

Witness comp ying Okay

Did read it accurately

Kind of

Kind of Am taking it out of context Am

being un air

little bit
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Okay Straighten me out

Well its like they said nobody nobody was

there wasnt there mean theres two kind two kinds

of cases you can do historical or realtime And so when

you do like historical case youre talking about homicide

robbery investigations stuff like that When you do

realtime case that means youre actually there watching the

crime as it occurs

So what Im referencirg to here is we would never be

able to prove which vial was used we woulo never be able to

test the syringes to test for hepatitis But continue on

to say that there was unsafe injection practices and that is

the likely mode of transmission

Because Brian Labus had already come out three

weeks earlier with his serial contamination theory correct

dont remember hearing serial

Okay

contaminatIon theory but

dont want to misguote the incident commander

either

Right

But it says The continuation ot this practice

over the course of the day could have serially contaminated

the vials

Right
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Have you seen Brian Labus put or his

presentation on the serial contamination theory

No sir Im not th0t into it

You all did not do legal analysis of

purchases

Weve got that information and theyre counted

out mean you absolutely but we didnt include that in

our analysis because of the fact that they used venting spikes

along the way and it would have been inconclusive because we

dicnt know conclusively which CRNAs absolutely used venting

spikes all the time as opposed to needles So we couldnt put

that in as factor

Okay But if Ive if follow it correctly

if were talking about that device on that 50cc propofol

vial

The venting spike Yes sir

which use for needle needleless

fillino

Right

still use reedle every single time on the

injection

No think theres system where you can put

the hook the syringe up to the venting spike and its

actually needleless system and then you put it in and you

hook it up directly to the IV line the heplock
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Okay So you you are under the opinion that

they use theres method being utilized at Shadow Lane

tha oS needle needleless on the draw as well as

needleless on the injection

dont know that for sure but thats what

hought some of them did

Okay And so that that would throw off an

entire needle calculation because there could be injections

without needles

Rigft

Yeah In your investigation you were aware thct

Dr Desa medical license no longer exists as of like

January LJlO is that correct

dont remember the exact date but know at

some point it was surrendereo

Okay And youve followed the federal

bankruptcy proceedings

know there was federal bankruptcy Yes

sir

Okay And you know he went through bankruprc

and hs nctYing

MS WECIKERLY Objection Assumes fact not in

evidence

THE COURT Well

MR WRIGHT Well thats
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THE COURT if that

MR WRIGHT Im trying to get them into evidence

MS WECKERLY Wel if he doesnt know then

THE COURT Wait minute Then

MR WRIGHT Well dont know

THE COURT then

MR WRIGHT that he doesnt know

THE COURT Well the question you can ask him if

he

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor could we approach on

this please

THE COURT Well theres actually two questions

there Go you can approach

Off record bench conference

THE COURT All right Mr Wright rephrase your

question

BY MR WRIGHT

Are you ddare he went through bankruptcy

proceeding

Yes sir

Thank you Thats it

Thanks

THE COURT Thats all the

BY MR WRIGHT

Painless
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Yeah

MS STANISH Your Honor was going to da part

THE COURT Oh thats right

MR WRIGHT Oh right Right

MS STANISH Do you want to take

THE COURT We got all happy

MS STANISH break or

THE COURT here Okay

MS STANISH yeah sorry

MR WRIGHT Totally different topic

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT dont understand it

THE COURT All right The Court will oive you leave

to both of you conduct the cross examination though

normally as we know its one lawyer but will low you to

do it this way

So Ms St0nish you may proceed on your par- of the

cross examination

MS STANISH It wIll be less painful hope

THE WITNESS Ive got to go through Doth of Them

MS STANISH Right

THE COURT Hut did say that Ms WeckerLy and Mr

Staudaher can now both do redirect if that makes you feel any

bet er

THE WITNESS No
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MR WRIGHT Yeah more lawyers talking to you

MS SThNISH Yeah great

THE WITNESS Right

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MS STANISH

All right Got lot of paper need to

organize so bear with me All right

Detective want to review some points in the

supply analyss You have mentioned that you worked hand in

hand with Ms Sampson in that regard And we had her

testimony already about comment made by you in report that

at the time of the infection the price of the 50 milliliter

and 20 milliliter vials were the same

Theres two parts to that report and in one

section youre right it did what do you mean the same

Well your as understooo your report and

correct me if Im wrong when you commentec at the time of the

infection the price of 50 milliliter vial was the same as

the price as 20 millilitervial

THE COURT Per mi liliter is that what you mean

MS STRNISH Correct Yeah gooo point

THE WITNESS dont specifically recall that

know theres two spots in the report that that put the

prices down There was one towards the beginning and think

put price range from lke $2 to 13 and then for the
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50 milliliter put price range frcm like to 17 or

something like that

BY MS STANISH

And

and then towards the back quoted another

price again One was like and then one was like or

something like that But think from what understand

and got those figures from Nancys report was that there

was variation in prices for each one

Do you need to see the report or

If

on whether or not the prices were the same

per milliliter at the time of the infection or do you

agree

Yeah if youve

with that

cot that Id like to

Im sorry

Yeah Id like to see it

Sure

if could

And Ill ust point out few

Okay

things for you to save us all time okay

Okay
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Theres price tag there And then also have

what

Okay

So why dont you just and maybe Ill go back

There

Witness complied And what Im sorry

wheres the part that it says the same

Well where is it Oh maybe we have to do

math Oh no

Dont tell me we got to do math

No know dont either

Let me see right here Holo on

MR WRIGHT No whispering up there

MS STANISH Okay Im reading to myself We bots

have to read out loud through our head

BY MS STANISH

Well if you read the whole thing there to

yourself

Okay Witness complied Okay Its

tha

What oo you think

Tha attributed to what Krueger said

Okay Im afraid were going to have to do the

math

Okay
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So Ive already tested it Why dont you tell

the jury at the time of the infection what was the price of

20 millilitervial per vial

Okay As far as what Ive got here its 2.28

per vial for the LO milliliter and 5.70 per vial for the 50

milliliter

Okay vatch this So theres 2.28 $2.28

divide that by 20 milliliters what do you get

0.114

And les whats the price of the

50 millilitervial Over here The price of the

50 milliliter is what

Oh its .70 0.114

Its the same

Well

per milliLter

right According to that little section but

again up front heie discuss that there is price range

between them so.

Okay Pang onto that calculator

And think probably the best place to look

would be the actucl fi es itself

You know youre right about that Now State

Exhibit 175 is Ms Smpsons summary of the propofol based on

subpoenaed invoices correct
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Yes

All riqht Anc youre aware in you were in

court when Ms Sampson testified correct

Yes m01am

And you dont have to call me maam Ive

known you too lone to be called maam by you You recall tht

we we discussed Aqent Ramirezs report that utilized the

same information that Is Sampson had compiled with respect to

the propofol orders

Yes mcam

Except theyre

THE COURT There you go egain

THE WITNESS Im sorry

MS STANISH know he

THE WITNESS Its habit

MS STkNISH he cant help it

THE WITNESS Sorry

MS STANISH Thdts his oumshoe cays he called me

maam And Ill call you

THE COURT You use terms like gumsboe Ms

Stanish you deserve to be c0lled maam
MS STANISH know You dont know ho well

wont go there

EY MS STANISH

The difference between the to reports however
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is that Agent Ramirez included the price per unit in her

LpuLt dtivtd fiuffi the invuicts correct

dont remember that part but yes

Well let me provide you copy Ill give the

State copy too

MS STANI5H Id lIke to have this marked Your

Honor

THE COURT Okay

MS STANISH Its its

THE COURT Okay

MS STANISH propofol with price

THE COURT Its just

MS STANISH spreadsheet

THE COURT okay charts

MS STkNISH summary chart Propofol with

THE COURT Next in order

MS STkNISH price

THE COURT think would be Vi is that correct

Thats Proposed VI

BY MS STANISH

Here you go

Okay Thanks

Now if you need to look at invoices have the

invoices that match all that But if youre comfortable with

it after reiiewing it let me krow
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Witness complying

And if you like cn give you Ms Sdmpsons

report and you can even do spot check comparing them

Sure

You got it All right

MS STANISH And Your Honor what might suggest

if you want to take break he can use the break time to

review this bit closer so we can go through it guicker

THE COURT All right We can take our afternoon

break now Well take about 15 minutes for the break

And ladies and gentlemen during the break you are

reminded that youre not to oiscuss the case or anything

relating to the case with each other or with anyone else

Youre not to read watch listen to any reports of or

commentaries on the case person or subject matter relating to

the case Dont do any independent research and please dont

form or express an opinion on the trial

Notepads in your chairs Follow Kenny through the

rear door

Jury recessed at 208 p.m
THE COURT Im thnkirg the State wont be resting

today

MR STAUDAHER No and wanted to Ive just

gotten an update

THE COURT Okay
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MR STAUDAHER while we were there Ms Hubbard

is on her way down here She expects to be Iieie at 300

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER know were still involved in this

witness

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER its my

THE COURT Do we want to are you suggesting maybe

calling her out of order or..

MR STAUDAHER We were just going to call her and

then think that with the 345 time that probably dont

know what its going to take but was going to call our

corner off and have her come back

THE COURT Yeah dont see

MR STAUDAHER Monday and finish with her

THE COURT mean dont know how much more you

have Ms Stanish and dont know what you ouys intend

mean it doesnt seem like Ms Hubbard is going to be too

long

MS STNISH What would propose doing well

MR WRIGHT after my examination of him Im

not going to call her

THE COURT Youre not going to you dont want to

recross her now

MR WRIGHT Correct
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THE COURT Okay Well then lets just talk about

timing

MR WRIGHT Well didnt know

MS WECKERLY Okay Well thats

THE COURT Okay Well then

MR WRIGHT dont think thot will ohange anything

MS WECKERLY Okay Well then would we have time

to do Dr Olson today

MS STANISH Well heres what Id like to do to

streamline no really to streamline this This is why

wanted to take

THE COURT You want him to

MS STANISH break

THE COURT look at th0t Look at that

MS STANISH Yeah and want to if you guys

MR STAUDAHER Do need to oall her off first of

all

MS STANISH Yeah oall her

MR STAUDAHER mean

THE COURT Well dont know want to go rioht

until 345 Now if dont know how muoh Mr Santaorooe

has dont know how muoh more So you guys work amongst

yourselves

MS STANISH Sure

THE COURT and figure it out but do want the
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record to be clearly reflected that the State immediately took

action dt th Cuuits directiun dt Mr Wrights request to

get Ms

MS WECKERLY Hubbard

THE COURT Hubbard back They sent their

investigator out and they have her coming this afternoon So

wdnt it vety clear on the record that the State took the

action that the Court asked them to take and the witness is

here and avai able And then its your choice Mr Wright

whether or not you want to call her

MR WRIGET Correct

THE COURT Okay Well just want that to be clear

MR STAUDAHER So do we still want

THE COURT so theres nothing

MR STAUDAHER her to come is what want to

knovi

MR WRIGHT No

THE COURT No Okay

MR STAUDAHER Okay

THE COURT So you are directing Mr Staudaher to

call her off

MR WRIGHT Correct dont want

THE COURT Okay Well just

MR WRIGHT Mother Hubbard back on the stand
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THE COURT Okay Well want it clear on the

rucord btcause othrwis its dll nut you know nut on th

record and somebody down the road can say oh well she

wasnt available for cross and then thats the record we have

So the record needs to be she is available All right

MS WECKERLY So Margaret what do you

MS STANISH wanted to

MS WECKERLY whats your thought

MS STANISH come come hither Because want

to streamline this was up very late last night

Court recessed at 211 p.m to 232 p.m
THE COURT Kenny ttink theyre ready The jury

is coming in minute Mr Wright dont know if you

can only do what can do

MR STAUDAHER And Your Honor as far as Ms

Stanish shes shown us some documents We dont have any

any problem with them

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER As well as her analysis on the

THE COURT Her chart

MR STAUDAHER Yeah

MS STANISH The other chart with the price

MR STAUDAHER Although guess its your witness

Im sorry

THE COURT So who is left
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MS WECKERLY Olson

THE COURT TIldt5 it

MR STAUDAHER Olson Yeah and we could not

THE COURT Who was the Asian guy in the vestibule

all day

MS WECKERLY dont know

MR SThUDAHER Ms Hubbard may actually show up Ve

could not get ahold of her

THE COURT There was an Asian guy who kept looking

in the window there and asked said told Kenny go

find out who that is and he said he was witness

MR STAUDAHER And Your Honor were going weve

taken

MS WECKERLY Not that know of

MR STUDAHER weve taken one of the

THE COURT Your Dr Jurani showed up

MS WECKERLY know

MR SThUDAHER Yes He was called off We

MS WECKERLY He was called off but he didnt get

guess his message service didnt tell him

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER Also we took back although weve

provided them today weve taken back 155 which is one of the

charts Now were going to fix it to conform ith whats

about to come in which we have agreed to So well change
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this chart and then well bring the other one back tomorrow

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER Well guess not tomorrow but

THE COURT Bring them in

THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

the presence of the jury

Jury entering at 234 p.m

THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be

seated

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

And Ms Stanish you may resume your

cross examination

MS STANISH Your Honor during the break the

parties agreed to stipulate to the admission of certain

documents to save the jury lot of pain

THE COURT Okay

MS STANISH And that would be this first document

as in Victor which is the spreadsheet prepared by Agent

Ramirez that contains the sale price per package of propofol

MS WECKERLY Thats correct

THE COURT All right That will be admitted then

Defendants Exhibit Vl admitted

MS STANISH And then the next document is

summary chart Your Honor which we which is marked as

THE COURT Probably Ni
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MS STANISH Ni

THE COURT Right

MS STANISH And this is summary chdrt that well

probably start off discussing that is basically involved

lot of math and it is the price per milli iter the

comparing the 20 milliliter vial with the 50 milli iter vial

THE COURT Okay

MS STANISH So if we could start from there

THE COURT All right No objection State

MS NECKERLY No objection

THE COURT All right That will be admitted as Hi

Defendants Exhibit Wl admitteo

THE COURT And go ahead Ms Stanish

BY MS STANISH

So Detective Whiteley sir we talked about how

Agent Ramirez in Defense Exhibit Vi used the information from

Nancy Sampsons chart to plug in the the price per unit

onto the chart And when we look at our summary chart of this

information we see that the if we help me out here If

we look at the looking at Im going to try to fit t5is

on rhe screen here Im going to start with Baxter This is

the summary chart like the spreadsheet is divided between the

two companies Baxter and McKesson

And just lets just quickly go through an example

so that the jury gets an understanding of how these documents
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work together and then we move on At the top of the

summdry ciiurt fur thu with price it Shows that from

January 5th of 2006 to February 1st 2006 20 milliliter

vials cost how much per unit

Were lockino at January right here

Oh yeah you cont have the whole chart Now

you cant see it Thats the thats the

ttought you were trying to trick me

dilemra with this am always trying to

trick you just like ycu do Ard so we we have the sale

price can you see it now

Yes

for the 20th

Sale price it looks like it says 132.5

So 50 cents right

Yep

And thats if we go to our summary chart

its its that first line there $132.50 per pack We go

back here there are 25 vials ir each pack correct

Yes

And then if we do the math which weve done in

advance we try to come up with the price per vial and the

way we do that is by division this is so Sesame Street

like know and we divide 25 vials into 132.50 and we come

up with the per vial price of $5.30 correct
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Yes

And then we divide the volume uf the

20 milliliter vial to come up with the what is the price

per milliliter and so we divide 20 milliliters into $5.30 and

we get what fioure is that

0.265 per millimeter

So thats like 26.5 cents per milliliter And

continue now to the comparison of the 50 milliliter vials

the spreadsheet here Using the same dates of January 2006 to

February of 2006 shows that the price of the 50 milliliter

vials is how much per unit

think you got to scoot it

Can you

over

see it

Is this it right here

Yeah Im trying to keep you involved so Im not

talking

January 2006 would be 2.65

And then it was the same price in February

correct

Yes

And so if we go back to the summary chart here

we can do the same math to come up with the price per vial

anc theres 20 vials in each package when were talking about
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the 50 milliliter propofol vials correct

Yes

And so when we divide that all out it comes to

$13.25 per vial and how much does that cost per milliliter

We divide 50 into $13.25 and we come up with what figure

0.265

So 26.5 cents fle exact same price as the

20 milliliter vials correct

Yes

And were we to continue this discussion for the

next half hour we would just to summarize go through

the summary chart when we look at the month of September

2006 comparing the 20 milliliter vials to the 50 milliliter

vials what is the price per milliliter of the 20 milliliters

In September 2006 they both were 0.15 15 cents

And is that the same price for the same time

period for the 50 milliliter vial

Yes

And then we move to the month of October of 06
The what is the per milliliter price for the 20 milliliter

vials

October of 06 for the 20 milliliter is 0.1475

50 14 and three quarters

And then how does that compare with the

50milliliter vials
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The 50 milliliter vi0ls is 0.1476

Wow we lidve price difference thete dont we

Mm hmm

The price of the 50 milliliter vial is one

ten thousandth of penny more

Right

than the 20 milliliter vial correct

Yes

Now we move to the next time frame of November

06 to April 07 The price didnt change for several months

for the 20 millilitervials and the per milliliter vial

price per milliliter of the 20 milliliter vials were how much

20 milliliterswere 0.133

So 13.3 cents per milliliter Same price for

the same time frame of for the 50 milliliters correct

Yes

For the month of May what is the price per

milliliter for the 20 Im sorry May of 2007 what is the

per milliliter puce for the 20 milliliter vials

12 cents

And is that the same price for the 50 milliliter

vials for the month of May 2007

Yes

And moving to June of 2007 what is the price

per milliliter of the 20 milliliter vials
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0.1185

Arid wh0t is thu piiue fui the sdme time flame

for the 50 milliliter vials

0.1186

Once again cne ten thousandth difference with

the 50 milliliter being more correct

Yes

And then moving down to September of 07 the

month of the infection through February 2008 what was the

per milliliter price for 20 milliliter vials

Its 0.lfl

And thats the same price for the 50 milliliter

vials for the same time peflod correct

Yes

Fair statement

Fair statement

to say that the price of the 50 milliliter

vials corresponds to the 20 milliliter vials

Yes

Were you in court on the day that the State

presented during Mr Krueoers testimony Governments

Exhibit 172 This was do you recognize State Exhibit 172

or do you want me to walk it up there

Yes that looks familiar

This was presenteo was it not to show the
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price between the 20 millilIter vial and the 50 milliliter

vial

Can see the second page

Sure Government Exhibit 172 and lets just

maybe you can explain this to us This document was seized

off computer correct

Yes

And this handwriting thats on top of State

Exhibit 172 that is how Metro cataloged this document that it

extracted from computer correct

Yes maam

And am right to assume that this was taken off

computer used by Jeff Krueger since his name is on there

dont want to say that for sure but could

say that he was involved in that document in some fashion

All right And this date of November 2007

reflects what

The date that the document was made

Is that is that your answer or are you

guessing

Im guessing at that Id have to look at The

whole document

Ill give you Government Exhibit 173 also

Okay

Pause in the proceedings
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THE WITNESS Im trying to look for date on here

BY MS STANISH

Go back to the first page

dont see one

believe Mr Krueger testified he somehow

deciphered this document to at least come up with the month

So my guestion though is when you put when this is

your computer tech guy or gal who put the date of November

200 to reflect the date of this document

Right Thats what would imagine it would be

There would be in the computer disc itself there would be

date stamp on there and thats probably what was written on

the front there

mean thats according to procedure When

youre extracting evidence from computer you have to

document the date the document was created right

Right Im not computer guy but would

right Okay

Okay Sc this document tell the jury what it

says about the propofol that was ordered on that date of what

looks to be November 5th of 2007

All right The propofol was it says SDV 10

milligram milliliter 50 milliliter

So theyre 50 milliliter vials

Yes
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And what is the quantity how many packages

wei puLulabed

12

And the 50milliliter vials come 20 vials to

pack correct

It says 2Ocf so Im assuming that the count

Okay And if we were to multiply 1L by 20

were talking about 240 vials that were ordered on thdr

particular day correct

Right

Can you look on do you still nave Ms

Sampsons summary in Exhibit 175

Yes

Do you see that particular order in the

spreadsheet

Nope

No

No

Do you see anything anywhere around this

might be the order date correct

Right mean

But do you see anything that reflects what

was the price on the order form by the way

200 and or actually the total was $3257.16

Nell thats because they ordered many other
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items from is it McKesson

Well think the pi ice was it says $271.43

but think thats per flat and they ordered 12 fIats

Okay Sc $271.43 for per flat thats the

unit price rorrect

RigIt

And they ordered 12 The quantity was 12

Right

And you dont see on Nancy Sampsons spreadsheet

anything that would be what is

No she didnt put the price on the spreadsheet

Okay But do you see 240 vials of 50 milliliter

propofol being received on or about November 2007

No

Is it possible she missed that or that

rather McKesson didnt provide her the information pursuant

to subpoena

Well we know there was dates ttat McKesson

diont provide so..

Well well get to that in moment

Right

But this information was available on the

companys computers that you seized correct

Right

Lets lets move now to State Exobit 173
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If you would turn to page of that This is the

20 milliliter vial and can you tell us what the date on

Government Exhibit 173 is

Oh the date 12/13/06

For 20 millilterright

Oh Im sorry

Is that the 20 milliliter order

Okay There was yes 20 milliliter

How many flats did they purchase

Like four in box of 25 count

So 100 vials of 20 milliliterpropofol ordered

on December 13 2006 correct

100 vials

Vials Didnt get that right You said there

were flats with 25 vials in each

Yes guess youre right sorry

My math is correct

Yes your math is correct

Thank you sir And the what was the unit

price thats listed there

379.64

Okay Now want to do have to bear

with me as we do little bit of math because this is what the

State presented through Mr Kruegers testimony correct

Yes
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Do you remember that And if we look at the

want to fiyuie out the ptlee pei millilitci between what the

State used as comparison between the price of the 50 and the

20 milliliter vials All right

Yep

So if we start with the 50 we have the price of

$271.43 right

Yes

And we divide that by the number of vials

lets see if do that right Oh the vial per pack Thats

the per pack amount $271.43 So we divide that by the number

of vials in each pack 20 and we get $13.57 And if we want

to know the price per milliliter we divide that figure

further by 50 and we come up with up 27 cents right

Yes maam

For the 50 Do the same exercise for the

propofol the 20 milliliter that was purchased over year

before the 50 milliliter divide that by the number of vials

which was 25 we cet $15.18 per vial and the per milliliter

amount divide that by 20 is whopping 75 cents So

amazingly even though we have this document that shows in

Defense Exhibit Wl per milliliter prices being almost

identical except for the two occasions where the 50 milliliter

vial is one ten thousandths of cent more what the State

presented to this jury is this comparison between November 5th
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of 07 for the 50 milliliter to prove somehow suggest

should soy thdt thu price pur propofol fur thu 50 was much

cheaper than the price for the 20 correct

Yes theyre two different dates

Yeah And can you tell me whose decsior WOS

to select the highest price that the 20 milliliter sold for

mean take look ut the Ramirez spreadsheet with the price

Which one

Do you got that up there

No dont have that sorry

THE COURT think its the Vl

BY MS STANISH

think you might have it up there just have

rough draft Well do have it By the way do you have

let me give this to you because want to see if you can find

it But can you even find that order for December 13 2006

for the 100 vials with that flat rate that was $379.65 and

anc is that believe thats McKesson

Which date are you talking about

Im talking about you know you couidnr find

the 50 milliliter order on Nancy Sampsons spreadsheet Im

wondering if you can also see if you can locate the order for

December 13th of 2006

Witness complying Theres not one for

December 13 but theres one on December
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Okay So thats possibly the does it matoh

up

Let me see No theyre two different prioes

So were missing another invoioe do you think

Yeah this one on the lLth is $301.99

You dont

So dont know these oame off the oomputer

so dont know if they were ever executed or if they were

actually purohased So we

Well mean

we went off of what got from the

companies what we subpoenaeo from the oompanies

So lets talk about then the deoision to use

that exhibit Exhibit 272 and Exhibit 273 Lets talk about

the deoision to present that to the jury

It wasnt my decision and couldnt tell you

who made that deoision to presert this

Who handed that exhibit to Mr Krueger to

testify about it

MS WECKERLY Objeotion

BY MS STANISH

Were you here in the court

think so for Mr Krueger

Its the States Exhibit is it not

THE COURT Well mean the jury will remember
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which attorney questioned Mr Krueger

MS WECKERLY Wtll yeah but my its still

wha the relevance

MS STJ\NISH Oh

MS WECKERLY of which attorney

MS STkNISH All right Youre right

BY lAS STANISI-1

This is State exhibit not Defense exhibit

correct

Yes maam

The State exhibit shows price difference that

is nearly three times difference between the 50 milliliter and

the LO millilitervial correct

Yes maam

Thats the State exhibit correct

Yes maam

And the Defense exhibit shows instead of taking

comparison over year apart matches them month by month to

show thdt theyre the same price am correct

Yes

My question to you is when were looking for

the truth which exhibit should we rely on

All of them

All right Thats your answer Your final

answer
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Well mean in my report wrote that Jeff

Kiuegti sdid thyrt the same piict put the prices down

dio the math and it shows in my report that thats what

turned out so..

True Your report wcs objective Was the

evidence presented in court was that objective

MS WECKERLY Objection Thats the

THE COURT Yeah thats sustained

MS WECKERLY for the jury to determine

BY MS STANISH

Do you think this is fair comparison of prices

between the two vials when theyre year and one month apart

Its an inaccurate comparison

It is an inaccurate colrparison

Yes Yes

Now

MS STANISH Judge during the break we also for

the sake of expediency as much as vJe can we stipulated to

Defense Exhibit Xl

THE COURT All right And thats bunch of

invoices or several invoices anyway

MS STANISH Invoices and shipping documents of

propofol to the Burnham address

THE COURT State is that correct Xl is stipulated

to
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THE CLERK and Yl

THE COURT Okdy Appdntly there drt twu xhiblts

that have been marked

MS STANISH Xl

THE COURT One is one Xl one has been marked

as Xl is that

MS STANISH Oh see what you did

THE COURT And the second is marked as

MS STANISH No that was clever Okay

THE COURT So those will both be admitted as

MS STANISH Okay

THE COURT Xl and Yl

MS STANISH Great

Defendants Exhibit Xl and Yl admitted

EY MS STANISH

Now during the break you had an opportunity to

review these documents correct

Yes

And you had understand that Ms Sampson

relied in large part on the responses of the companies to

subpoena

Yes m0Tam

But you had also seized as you discussed

earlier roluminous documents correct

Right She relied on the subpoenaed documents
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ano then she also relied on oocuments when she went throuoh

the boxes of evidenoe that we hd seized and she relied on

some of those to find the names of the oompanies to identify

the oompanies to subpoena

And in your warehouse there are folders chat

oontain invoioes and shipping documents for propofol correct

There 0re thousanos 0nd thousands of documents

everywhere

documents are

And included tfose thousands and thousands of

Defense Exhibits 11 nd Xl correct

Yes maam

And what are these douments

Those ones you showed me appear to be Baxter

order forms

Ms Sampsons

you explain

year 2006

that were

were shipped

are not contained onAnd these propofol orders

spreadsheet correct

They dont appear to be No maam

So the lets reviei these and Ill just have

to the jury what was missed Lets start with the

And these just for these are all propofol vials

shipped to Burnham correct

Yes maam

Tell us how many propofol vials and the sizes

on the first date

Lets see The first date would have been order
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date 4/12/06 transmitted date 4/13/06 There was looks

likn fldts uf 20 dnd then unuthi flats of 25 Thu first

one the flats of 20 were for 50 milliliter vials and the

second flats of 25 were 20 milliliter

And how many hundreds of vials would that be

Or would it be that much

Youre asking me to do math

Sorry

Whatever times 20 is

MR STAUDAHER 160

THE WITNESS 140

MS WECKERLY Its 360

THE WITNESS 360

MS WECKERLY Total

MS STANISH Ms Weckerly is really good at math

THE COURT What is it 38 times 20

THE WITNESS No

EY MS WECKERLY

Here you go And maybe to expedite this can we

just can do you concur Detective that these invoices

show over 2700 vials were not included in Ms Sampsons

spreadsheet

Yes

And the some of those most of those are

from the year 2006 correct
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Yes

And lets just funus un the yeur 2007 fui nuw

And theyre all at the Burnham too

Correct But am right to recall that the

clinic shifted supplies primarily from Burnham to Shadow Lane

when necessary

The well dont know who you ta ked to but

yes primarily according to some cf the witnesses it went

from Burnham to Shadow but it wasnt on daily event it

wasnt in large guantities

Okay Lets look at the August 2007 invoice

that was missed

The August 28 06 or 27 okay

07

Sorry This was dated August 2007 and the

order date was kugust 2007

And what was the quantities on that thing

The quantity was 20 units of 50 milliliter

vials And the total on that Is let me do the math

$1541.80 And then 25 units 20 milliliter vials 25 flats

So

So were talking about approximately how many

vials that were slipped on that day that were missed

got 1025

You got the calculator and the jury can eyeball
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it later on

Right

Detective

Yes

It appears that Ms Sampscns spredoshee is not

accurate do you agree

would agree for the facts she flab he fdcts

she had at the time it was accurate but with this then its

now this needs to be added to it

And even if you add that even if you redo the

charts can we really be confident that the information is

accurate that something else has not been missed

The information she put in is accurate The

information that you have would add more to it

Well youre the one that has that information

That came from your warehouse correct

Right Yes maam

And

But again we could have missed it mean

theres thousands of documents that we

Exactly agree You guys took on

And generally when you subpoena major

pharmaceutical company you expect them to be truthfuf and

honest when they

And expect the State to be truthfu and honest
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too when were in trial

Well we drt

dont you

Yes we are

Okay And if mistGke happened we get that

We know its bio job But its not accurate The

relying on the subpoenas from McKesson and Baxter has proven

not to be accurate correct

As that chart sits there its not accurate no

And even if you ddd these new things that were

located its still not 100 percent accurate is it

Well it depends on what were talking about

mean if you if you talk about the charts for the yearly

analysis of propofol vidis then yes that is not accurate

without these figures in it If youre talking about the

charts with the propofol sign out per day on both days

September 21 and July 25 then those charts would be accurate

because we have the prcpofo sion out sheets

was talking about Nancy Sampsons charts that

show the propofot spreadsheet

Yes this

That is

this would make it inaccurate Yes maam

All right

MS STANISH Im just going to mark this How late
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according to Linda Hubbwrd

MR WRIGHT Im going to want in the record

where it was want to know want to hear her testimony

on direct dispute that tHe way this is happening here

cont agree

On the question of coercion by Metro Weckerly

asked if she felt oceiced durinc her Metro interview

THE GOURT Dc you have do you have transcript

MR WRIGHT No have my summary

THE GOURT Icur notes Okay Well saw you

reading from something

MR WRIc-T OKay Well its my summary of the

witness

THE GOURT no thats thats fine just

know weve had some transcripts prepared throughout so if

we had transcript thot 4ould make this discussion much

simpler Thats why asked you the question You dont have

you know

MR WRIGHT Okwy get it

THE GOURT throw your fists up the air like

you did before ard you know have tantrum Im just

trying to do this in the most expedient way possib

MR WRIGhT Okay Ms Weckerly asked if she felt

coerced during her Metro interview she said the detectives

kept challenging her and she felt they did not believe what
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she was saying When Weckerly asked if she was denied

bathroom breaks the abilty to talk to her attorney

Hubbard said she didnt recall

mean that was the entire exchange on the

coercion On the other thing dont dont recall that

which she admitted and then oenied Her postion was at one

point drawing blank on the interviews the grand jury

anc the interviews you know which was said wnere Thats

when was examining her

Because couldnt get the favorable out of her

either which is what was trying to do But then she would

admit things saying they are true but not krow if she told

the police or the grand jury that And so that thats the

issue am straddling want to know that she was asked

something sad it isnt true and denied tellino the police

thr
Then you c0n do you follow me

THE COURT Well except if she didnt remember the

interview and repeatedly said she didnt remember the

interview then mean to me shes never going to remember

any of the statements to the police It should have gone

first in direct you know get her in direct examination

before we even talk about the interview to say what

whatever it is that theyre trying to now brirg in you know

relating to the reuse and what have you
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Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY Ijl the she doesnt have she

just has to say dont remember And dont remember in

Nevada is the same as disavowing statement So shes

THE COURT No No wi-at Im saying is you covered

all this

MS WECKERLY Yes

THE COURT initially

MS WECKERLY Yes

THE COURT before you even got to the statement

mean if she says testlied differently or cant remember

if that happened then you go to the statement And then if

she says she doesnt remember ti-e statement

MS WECKERLY We did that

THE COURT then youre done mean you start

off you know did this happen dont remember if it

happened Okay vlell do you remember your statement to the

police that it happened cont remember my statemenu

dont remember telling them that it happened

Okay You know you ask her first did this happen

dont remember it happened or dont rememoer If it

happened Did you tell the police it happened dont

remember telling the police it happened Youre done

mean what else

MR WRIGHT agree
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THE COURT do you have to ask her

MR WRIGHT agree And thats what Id dispue

having occurred because there were things they asked her That

she

THE COURT All right We may be able simplify

this whole thing Ms Weckerly is going to get witl DetectThe

Whireley and point out what statements she warts to ask

he she wants to ask him about Then Hr Wriont ycu can

look at those statements And if theyre particula

statements that you think werent covered on cirect meaning

like said first guestions you know dio this happen

dont know if it happened dont remember Did you ell the

police it happened dont remember telling the police it

happened

As far as Im concerned were done then lhey

dont have to say well is it true it happened if you jost

the first gues ion was dont remember if it happened

Dic it happen dont remember Did you tell the police it

happened Thats two guestions In my vie thats all Ms

Weckerly needed to ask and if she asked those two guestions

Im good with the statements okay

MR WRIGHT Yes Your Honor

THE COURT So well just have brief break You

can go over that you know show Mr Wright Mr Santacroce

obviously too
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Court recessed at 1019 a.m to 1031 a.m

Outsde the presence of the jury

MR SANTACROCE The problem is that the

THE COURT Well no let me say it again Heres

the thing also just sc bcth sloes are aware If on

cross examination theres guestions challenging that you

know suggesting h0t Fr Detective Whiteley was coercive

in some way or badgering or manipulative or somethng like

that then think the Stdte hds right to play portions of

the tape to shov his tcne dnc demeanor and Ms Hubbards tone

and demeanor limited to tne areas thdt are coming in

substantively Obviously they cant play then other areas

that would have been excluded

But you knog they have right then think to

play the tape just to show you know hes being polite or

you know whatever the c0se may be

MR SANTACROCE The other problem is that Detective

Whiteley didnt conduct the interviei Levi Hancock did

THE COURT Hell was Detective Whiteley present

MS WECKERLY es
MR SANTACROCE He was

THE COURT Then it doesnt matter

MR WRIGHT Well its

MR SANTACROCE What do you mean Hes testifying

to hearsay
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THE COURT No hes not Not if he sat there and

hearo her mdke the statements If hes in the room and

hes hearsay is an out of oourt statement offered for the

ruth of the matter asserted It doesnt matter who heard it

mean if its ooming in anybody that sat in the room ccin

es ify to it as long as he was there sitting next to

Detective Hanoock and

MR SANTACROCE Exaotly Its an out of oourt

st ement used offered

THE COURT Right

MR SANTACROCE for the truth

THE COURT Which is admissible

MR SANTACROCE of the matter

THE COURT as impeachment evidenoe because

dont remember the number but its admissible substantively

now becouse she disavowed the statement

MR WRIGI-T disagree dont remember her

disovcino these portions dont remember her being asked

this precisely on during direct did this event ocur dnd

ihen her saying no And then dont remember Ms Weckerly

saying Isnt it true you told Detective you toid Roselle

or whoever is Levi Hancock blab blab blah on these

issues

THE COURT Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY my recollection is when she was
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on the stand ient through started going through the

statement with her The defensm objected to me going line by

line through the statement So asked her numerous times if

she remembered

THE COURT Did she remember

MS WECKERLY any porticns of

THE COURT anything

MS WECKERLY of this statement

THE COURT and she remeirbered nothing and she

MS WECKERLY She

THE COURT right

MS WECKERLY disavowed the whole thing Every

statement that was made Anh that is the predicate for

prior inconsistent statement

THE COURT Right She disavowed mean Ms

Weckerly was going through each sttemenr She kept saying

dont remember then she you know she dinnt remember

anything and expoonded on that little bit dont remember

exactly what she said and you know she didnt remember

You know dont know why they dont want to call

Detective Hancock It could be you know Detective Whiteley

puts better face on this thino dont know dont know

Detective Hancock But it doesnt matter They can calf

whomever they want so long as that person personally

witnessed the entire statement My understanding is Detective
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Whiteley was the room personally witnessed the entire

statement correct Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY That is correct

THE COURT So it doesnt mean that

MS WECKERLY On

THE COURT they can its their cdse they con

choose to call whichever detective they want to co as long

as he was there

MR WRIGHT Im not guarreling

THE COURT No thats Mr Santacroce meon

theres you know

MS STANISH think the issue is you knoi

regardless of the memory issue is did she ultimately prcvide

the informotion tlat the government wds seeKirg through

further ouestioning and thats where we have

MR WRIGHT Or was she even

MS STANISH some doubt

MR WRIGHT asked it dont remember her being

asked about the 5cc that syringes and denyino dont

remember it

THE COURT Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY This is wh0t keep saying did

this

THE COURT No No Were

MS WECKERLY went through it
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THE COURT no No Before you can even get into

her statement you hQve to ask 5cr you know do you remember

anything about the

MS WECIKERLY Do you remember talking about

THE COURT 5cc syringes 4And then if she says

dont remember that then Mel do you remember your

statement to Detective Hancock where you tell telling him

about it No dont remember th0t So guess what theyre

saying is they dont remember you even oskinc about it on the

front end before we even get into The stdtemert

MS WECKERLY st0rted 0sking her about it the

specific lines in this

THE COURT No No were not talking about the

statement Before you get nto the statement shes here as

witness You have to ask ner you know Do you remember the

5cc syringes If she doesnt remember then you go to the

statement But s5es you have give her an opportunity

just to testify about that before you even get to the

statement

And tbinc theyre sdyirg you didnt oet is that

what youre sayinc You didnt gThe her

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT the opportunity to testify about that

MS WECKERLY But that mean the

THE COURT You dont impeach her with statement
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until its clear shes not going to testify that way or until

shes

MS WECKERLY Okay Well

THE COURT been given an opportunity to testify

ha- Joy

MS WECKERLY there w0s no mear there was

no objection cant remember the predicate of what asked

before asked her about her statement but the the hearsay

exception is triggered when she denies making the statement to

the police

THE COURT No the

MS WECKERLY And ther she can

THE COURT no

MS WECKERLY be confronted with it and then

rha

THE COURT well if

MS WECKERLY it

THE COURT ii she didnt if she doesnt

esLify tnat way on the on the stand

MS WECKERLY Okay

THE COURT If she right mean shes here as

witness You dont get into her statement if she remembers Gs

witness blah blah blah this is what happened

MS WECKERLY She didnt avow anything she said in

this statement She said she didnt remember any of it So
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if she had said Yes said that or Yes told the police

that

THE COURT Or yes this h0ppened

MS WECKERLY then yes

THE COURT mean

MS WECKERLY then Im

THE COURT does

MS WECKERLY Im stuck with her answer

THE COURT Mr Wrght have you had an opportunity

to review the statement

MR WRIGHT Be forced into the

THE COURT mean you dont impeach someone with

prior inconsistent statement until you show its inconsistent

with their testimony think the issue is whether she had an

opportunity to testify to that think its fairly clear

whether you asked the specific questions that she wouldnt

have because she didnt seen to remeirber anything and then

she didnt remember the statement to the police dnd she

expounded upon that the stress and you know my word

maybe not hers and the assertive that they wanted her to

say certain thing and she didnt say badgered but that

was the implication felt

So is that what what Mr Wright is that

what youre havino problem with that she was never just as

witness
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MR WRIGHT Correct

THE COURT given th opportunity to testify -o

these things before Ms Weckerly delved into the stdtemen

MR WRIGHT Correct

THE COURT Is that

MR WRIGHT yes

THE COURT Hell mean Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY think laid the foundaton for it

It certainly was no mystery when we went up to the bench cnd

said was going to be calling the detective for the

statement So think weve met the conditions based on icr

testimony on direct to elicit this as prior inconsisen

staement And based on the Courts ruling Im not comb to

play the recordino Im going to csk the Qetective dbout ncr

responses that Ive highlighted that Ive given to Counsel

THE COURT All right think that it wds my

recollection dont okay dont recollect every

specific question and canTholy Im not taking notes for

cross examination or for oral argument at closings the woy you

are

So do remewber general reluctance on her part to

remember anything Whether that was in response to an initi0l

question or whether it was in response to question about

statements she made to the police you know she generally

diont avow the statements She didnt remember you know
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saying them She wouldnt now say Oh yes thats true

That is true dont remember sayinq ir but that is true

And so you know think thdt they can ask the

detective about that Again the tape doesnt come in for the

various reasons we were just dIscussing unless the door is

somehow opened in cross exanineticr rela ing to Detective

Hancock Is that it lou kno tone demeanor or something

like that then it ccn be oyeo ist for that limited purpose

of showing the atmosphere in the rooc his tone that hes not

yelling at her that kind of thing

All right Bring them in

MR WRIGHT Just for the record those

questions dispute those her Yaving been asked and denied

that information She did not ceny the interview with the FBI

or the police She said sne was interviewed over period

with the FBI and the police over ftc course two days She

received transcript or her review from Metro and summary

of her interview from the FBI ano she she simpy didnt

remember all that she hdd said during the interview

And so to now just take out these select

portions of the irterview when dm disputing that she

denied was even asked these questions

THE COURT May see then the transcript And

Mr Wright certainly under doctrine of completeness if you

think that is misleading as to anything that she said then
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you can ask the detective about other things that she may have

said

MR WRIGHT want her back to cross examine her on

it Were asking her

THE COURT Hell call her

MR WRIGHT things havent

THE COURT cal her back

MR WRIGHT they havent examined dont have

cdli her back dont have burden in this courtroom

THE COURT Well thats true

MR HRIGHT Theyre asking her things didnt

crcss exdmire her on because cant help it go out

tlhd- needed out of the grand jury because would show it to

her cno tnen shed sGy well dont remember telling them

lid-- arc then Id t0ke the next step and say Whether you

-old the grand jury that or not is that true or false And

if she n0d sad its true which she did on some of them

-hen h0J no problem If she said its false can then

impe0ch her 1ith the grdnd jury transcript

THE COURT Well let me just say this you know if

if she and testify as generally why dont remember

what what Ror Lkeman was doing then dont think that

they neeo to say And you dont remember he took the needle

off You dont remember it was 50cc vial You know one

one second You dont remember this or that If she says
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generally dont remember what Ron Lakeman did dont think

they have to say And you dont remember this that he did and

you dont remember that that he did and you dont remember

this other thing that he did

MR WRIGHT But the problem is she did remember and

she did testify about what she saw at the end of the day with

Ron Lakeman and that doesnt mean thats my problem

Theyre going into things that are different thai what she was

examined about

MR SANTACROCE jolr in that

THE COURT All right If youd like your transcript

back

Bring them in

THE MARSHAL Ladies aid gentlemen please rise for

he presence of the jury

Jury entering at 1044 a.m

THE MARSHAL Thank you Everybody you may be

sed- ed

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

And the State may call its next witness

MS WECKERLI And the State calls DetectIve

Whi eley

THE COURT Detective come on up here by me please

And then just please remain standing facing that lady rioht

there
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ROBERT WHITELEY STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And would

you please state and spell your name

THE WITNESS Robert first name ER

Whileley is the ldst name EL

CIREC EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

And youre gastroenterologist

No

THE COURT On the weekends

THE WITNESS feel like it now but no

BY MS WECKERLY

How dre you employed sir

Im llth the Las Veg0s Metropolitan Police

Department Iu detective

And how long have you worked for Metro

Ive worked there approximately 18 years now

And how are you assioned

am assigned with the criminal intelligence

unir inside the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department

And how long have you been assigned to intel

Im going to say since 2005

Okay Where were you assigned before that

Before that worked in robbery and spent

year in robbery and then before that spent four years in
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firearms investigations

Now

and then oid five yewrs in patrol

So as you were in patrol and then as

detective you worked in frearms kInd of unit dnd then in

robbery

Yes m01am

And now in intel

Yes maam

You were in intel in 2007 dnc

Yes maam

How old we actudlly when was that you

got assigned this particular inJesioation

It was the beginning of March a008 is when we

were briefed on it and was subseguencly assiened to it

was Voluntold

Voluntold

Yes

When you were assigned the case 0t that time

had you had any kind of medicai trining

was an ENT in the Ariry but that was at

very limited

Okay And did you even know what hepatitis

was when you got the case

knew Ive heard of hepatitis but had
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no idea you know how it affected people you know what

its what wd5 bcut

So was it kind of guess steep climb

getting up to speed on all the medical terms for you

Yes was huge learning curve lot of

Wikipedia searches

Wher you got the case what was your approach to

The investicdtn in terms of establishing what happened on

July the z5th nd September the 21st

Well there as severdl approaches First liKe

sdid is we had to lewrn the investigation had to figure

out what is was dealing wth 0nd learning exactly what

hepatitis wds had to figure out what the what those

you know ond ttis came later on what the genotyping is

We had to figure out whwt gastroenterologist does We had

to figure out 0bout the procedure itself how the procedure is

done We hdd to learn about the vrious different items that

are used to do the procedure

So we h0d to put little bit into it in the

beginning and then the first tYing we did was once we got

the information we qot search warrant for the endoscopic

clinic itself

And do you remember the day that the search

warrant was served on

March 10th
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Okay

of 2008

And at that time as the clinic had it been

closed

Yes believe at tlmt time it was closed

Can you describe the general condition of the

clinic how it appeared when you served the search warranft

The clinic it was early in ftc morning when

we served it The clinic you know appeared to be it was

semi put together but you know there were some things that

appeared to be out of place but for the most part it looked

like as if we were going as if it was open uecouse it was

shortly after the time that it was closed oown that we went

in

It just looked like after hours at medical

Right

facility

There was some stuff missing think in one of

rho procedure rooms but for the most part everythHng looked

be in place and everything was there

Now did you when you served the warrant did

you actually find any propofol at the clinic

No we did not

Did you find the patient files for for our

relevant days July the 2th and June and September the
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21st

Yes Among the think 100000 patient files

that found the the procedure files for those two ddys

we found inside what we called was green room and we

self labeled it the green room because there was green

procedure files all .1ong the wall And on the floor the two

procedure days that we were looking into were they weie

pulled out and they were on the floor for us to get

THE COURT And Detective keep your voice up

THE WITNESS Oh sorry Im trying to get clo.e

to the microphone here

EY MS WECKERLY

Yeah .nd youue heard witnesses

THE COURT Youre too tall thats probably..

BY MS WECKERLY

So you collect the patient files and did you

collect any medical equipment

We collected limited medical equipment vJe

diont get the scopes or anything like that We got we got

samples of syringes biopsy forceps the radio jaws just

equipment like that

Now when you after you served the warrant

assume yoo moved on to interviewing potential witnesses

Yes The next phase is once we serve the

warrant its again we literally took you know hundreds
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of boxes of patient files So between trying to we had to

get those organized and everything else We started the

investigative type phase where we actually started

interviewing potenti0l witnesses people that ere involved in

the case

Did you have mean did you ndve witness

viith specific recollection of those to c0ys Uke oh

remember July the 25th

You know Id say if dnybody remembered The two

days it would have been the victims but think thats

because its you Know its one of those thinos where if

you get colonoscopy Im pretty sure thcts scary Thing so

you would remember those But as far as the witnesses that

work there no we really didnt have dnybody that

specifically remembered the two days tht we that were in

question

Okay Sc you conducThd severai to put it

mildly interviews in this case is that fair

Yes we probably did over 1OC IntervIews in this

investigation

Now there was also component with guess

supply ordering that was part of the investigation as well

Yes maam That was Nancy Sampsons she

kind of took that ball which was figuring out the supplies

that were ordered and she did the chdrts that were shown to
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you and used that stuff to analyze that type of data

So hcre was an analysis of the medical records

the supplies nd then you have the interviews as well

Yes moam

LTimately you get scientific results from the

COG That d51 cone by Metro is that fair

No dont think we have the capability to do

RNA seguencilo 0t our Fetro lab Its not like CST like they

can do everythino you cnow

Sc medn that really kind of narrowed

scientific guess expertise they had was obviously done

only by toe CDC

Right think they specialized in those type

of epidemiologic guess would be the term scientific

analysis

Nw we heard well weve heard throughout

the trill about toe the computer glitch on September the

21st Sxpldin how you cdme to that knowledge that there zas

an issue with the computers

That w0s that was explained to me through

through it would nave been it would have been Doug Cooper

through tOe he was doing separate investigation up in

Reno and hes the head of the state board

MS WECKERLY Im going to object to what he said

THE COURT Yeah
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BY MS WECKERLY

Well okay At some point you learn about that

correct

At some point get information that on the 21st

there was itch in the computers and the ditch as date

stamp that was vlrong thdt .as able that alloed Nancy

Sampson to go 0head 0nd create that chart thdt weve seen th0t

orcers the patients in both rooms

And wis there the same Kind of ditch or same

issue on July the 25th

No there was not th0t glitch or issue

Okay So the the rh0rts on tne st dre

sorted by room based on the computer discrepancy

Yes maam

And the chart that she made for the 25th is

that divided just solely by CRNA

Yes mcam

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object to hs testimony

d5 to what she put on the chart

THE COURT Overruled

BY MS WECKERLY

Is that divided just by RNA name

Yes maam

Okay So when we look at the chart for the

25th its possible that theres room switch or its just
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solely divided by name is that right

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object to that comment

No foundation No testimony has been in to

THE COURT All right The thats sustained The

proper guestion is its only divided by name

BY MS WECKERLY

Is it only divideo by ndme

Its only divided by name yes maam

Okwy When as part of your investigation

think you said that Nancy took over kind of tTe supply side or

looking at purchase orders is that fciir

Yes mcam

Uid she report intermittently her findings to

you as she went along with her part cf the investigation

Yes it was team effort mean we would

you know we would do our things wed do the interviews and

you know wed go through mean Nancy is you know

invaluable to the investigation because everybody should have

Nancy when they do case like this because she

MR SANTkROCE Im goino to object Your Honor

THE COURT Yeah thats sustainec as to

MS STANISH Vouching

THE COURT vouching

THE WITNESS Sorry

BY MS WECKERLY
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She did lot of oounting

Yes she did lot

THE COURT In other words she does the stuff you

dontt want to do

THE WITNESS Right She she oroauized the

documents she analyzed the oata she yeah si did

she did lot of stuff

BY MS WECKERLY

Now youre aware that theie were propofol log

books thdt were collected from the olinio

Yes

Did those same type of log booRs did you find

hat for saline

No we did not find any lcqs thot cmvered

saline

Okay So there was no log book howng the

oheok in or check out of saline

No maam

What about neeoles Did you do any

investigation in terms of needles

Well the needles oame believe in the

supplies that were ordered that we reguested and we didnt do

an analysis on the needles beoause of the situation that some

of the CRNAs used venting spikes and used needleless systems

So we couldntt tell 100 percent or accurately you know what
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the needles would account for

Now in the course of your investigation did

you interiie ll of the victims in this case

Yes

0k0y And when was it that you interviewed Mr

Michael Wasflnotcr Whdt year would that have been

Th0 would have been spring ot 2008 It was

like M0rch or April think April beginning of April

Oh April 2008

Yes mam
Were you present when he testified at this

tria_

los m0am

And can you describe any differences that you

observe io him

Yes mcam From the first time interviewed

him you know he was cbie to answer the questions he

appeared very coherent you know he understood what as

asking him ne nas able to answer them And then when did

the when me with him prior to his testimony as well

him testifying on the stand he appeared to he little

confused He appeared to not understand fully everything that

was asked of him

Did you interview

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object and move to
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strike what he appeared to be able to understand That calls

for speculation or his part

THE COURT Well overruled mean dont its

partially sustained You can you know the witness is free

-o comment on the differences like

MR SANTACROCE But he cant

THE COURT understand So its partially

sustained Rephrase the question You know if you what

you obseried about his demeanor and his one of voice and

speed that kind of stuff you can testify about

BY MS WECKERLY

Okay What did you observe about how Mr

Washington communicated between 2008 and this year

His speech seemed to be slower Agan he he

was more confused He was his face looked different His

face seemed more droopy to me He didnt seem to stand as

straioht up as he did back then He appeared to be different

Okay How about Carole Cruescic Did you

interview her in 2008

Yes maam

When was and when was the ldst time youve

seen Ms Crueskin

We saw her in February of 2012 It was we

met with

just want you to just dont need to know
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where you saw her

Okay

Wher you saw her in /012 how was her speech

different How was her communication different from 2008

Okay She was completely different When we

first interviewed her she was able to answer the questions

She was able to urderstand what ws saying The second time

saw her which was last year she she appeared she

didnt know where she was at She was confused about who we

were She didnt know she couldnt recall any of of

what had nappened to her dbout the procedure or pretty much

she couldnt recall 0nything She was very hostile about

where she was and why we were there mean she was

completely changed completely oifferent person

And did you interview Vr Meana back in 2008

Yes mdam

And was the last time you saw Mr Meana the

vioeo that we saw

Yes moam the last time was at the deposition

Okay Now the the other the other

victims Ms Hutchinson Ms Martin mean how did they seem

to you

They seemed normal

They seemed

mean they seemed the same as they were when
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first interviewed them

Now when we saw the think it 4d5

yeserday it might have been the day before the videotaped

deposition of Mr Meana After that deposition took place

were you the person who was sort of 000rdindtino how his

how Metro would have presence at his outopsy in the

Philippines

Yes It was early spring la5t year think is

when weo gotten word that Mr Mednc was becominc 11 and

going in and out of the hospital so we hao talked to The

family and guess it was their wish thdL Mr Medna go to the

Philippines and spend the rest of his life in the Philippines

So you know we had to set up to whera with antipation of

you know the fact that guess he 4o5 diagnosed to be

terminally ill we had to set up and -he fact that he

wanted to go to the Philippines it was not like another

stare where we could you know go do if when he passed

we could go do an autopsy So we had to actually take steps

to set up an autopsy in the Philippines which was not an easy

task

mean the hardest part about it was you know

talking to the family and tellirg them you know what we

wanted to do and getting their permission up ront before he

actually passed mean that was probably one of the hardest

things Ize done
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Now but you didnt actually accompany the

famIly that aas the thr detective we heard from to

the Philippines

No whct happened is you know arranged for

group to fly out here one of which was Detective Bagang

Ann the reason vhy you knov the reason why we talked

with Bagang and hdd ha invoived Ii it because Detective

Bagdng spoke Thg lo 0nd he wds able to speak the language

ann so he woud have been able to help

think the crioindl plan vlas for me to actually go

out there and help cut but it was my 20th anniversary and

promised my wIfe cr take her to Europe and the day that we

left town is the day thdt he passed as Murphy Law would

always happen So had to go to Europe or Id be divorced

right now

So anyways it was actudlly Detective Bagang and Dr

Olson from the coroners office that flew out and actually did

the autopsy in the PhIlippines

On The front end though din you youre the

one that coordinaThd with Marjorie and and got the

permission

Yes hdd to talk with the family had to

tell them what we intended to do Like said it was very

difficult And then had to coordin0te through literally

through Homeland Security ano talk aith various Phillipino
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officials through my various contacts and we had to get

permission we had to you know basically it wasnt an easy

ask We had to get permission all the way up the chain of

command in the Philippines to be able to do something like

his

And so once we were able to clear the wdy then it

ias just matter of you know mean it was matter of

waiilng until it occurred and tYen you know having the

pieces in place to go ahead and do facilitate somethino

like that

Really switching gears here In the course of

your investigatior during vell let me ask it this way

Die you interview or participate in an interview with linda

Hubbard

Yes m0Tam

Were you the only law enforcement officicl at

interview

No maam Detective Hancock was with me

And is Detective Hancock Metro detective

Yes maam

Where did that interview take place if you

recdll

That it took place at believe her

attorney was Mr Pariente and it took place at his office

Okay And do you remember the date
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approximately

October 15th

Oh okay What year

2008

Okay Good

MS WECKERLY May approach the witness Your

Honor

THE COURT Sure

MS WECKERLY And witS the Courts permission Ill

was just going to stay up here while we do the questions

on this first

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY Okay

THE COURT mean

BY MS WECKERLY

Detective can you first describe what who

was present durino the interuiew

Present Wd5 Lnda Hubbard is the person vie were

interviewing and then also there like said was her

attorney Michael Pariente and Ye was her lawyer Detective

Hancock who worked with me at the time and then myself

And was the interview in the daytime or morning

or do you recall

It was in the afternoon

Okay And when you and Detective Hancock were
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present at that interview were you in in uniform or were

you dressed lk this or

No normally dont wear suits and cant wait

until dont have to wear another suit But no normally we

dress in jeans 0nd you know collared shirt Sc that

what we would have had on I\o badoes no vest ci anyhirg

like that We work in covert unit so we doct you kiow

we dont try to appear to be police like

And how big was the room

believe it was conference room but it

wasnt huge or anything like that mean

Okay Now during the

it might have been his office actually

THE COURT Im sorry

THE WITNESS It might have been his office dont

recall

THE COURT Okay So you dont recall exactly but

it was at the Metro headquarters or..

THE WITNESS No No it was in the lawyers office

THE COURT Oh the lawyers office

THE WITNESS Yes maam

THE COURT Im sorry

BY MS WECKERLY

Okay Now going to that interview did

Detective Hancock bring up the question about reusng
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syringes

Yes mYam The way do our interviews is

you know usually one ooes the interview and talks and so this

way its not repetitive Thats the way Metro does the

interviews So DetectIve hancock was the one that did most of

the questioning thir esked one questior on here

Okoy bt you were presen ouring the whole

interview

n5 present the entire time

Okay So when the topic came up about reusing

syringes can you reed literely what shes what Linda

Hubbard said

Okay hcrrible reader but

And just tell could you were on page 23

Its pege At the very top Linda Hubbards

response was Yes Is thet

THE COORT Hh0t w0s Im sorry Go on Go or

THE WITNESS She says Is that okay And knovi

that there were times when peope did reuse the syringes and

change needles and the only dont usually work together

and the only time really s0w this was when first started

working and Ron Lakeman wes the nurse anesthetist that was

breaking me into the job into how to do the paperwork and how

to position the paperwork anc do things on rapid basis the

way that the way the way we did in the qastro unit and
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questioned him about changing the needle and he said that

nhaus the way it was done

And thats not my practice And it never had been

my practice and talked to Jeff Krueger about it because

waned him didnt didnt feel right wasting 10cc

syringes every time drew up 5cc of propofol

BY VS WECKERLY

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object as he0rsay

THE COURT That would be hearsay as to what Mr

Krueger

MR SANTACROCE Because its from Jeff Krueger not

COURT had said yes agree

SANTACROCE okay Okay

WECKERLY Okay

WRIGHT Move to strike

COURT Thats sustained as to what Mr Krueoer

MS WECKERLY Okay

syrnges and

not that big

for me to go

And did she continue with her dr.swer

Yes she said So asked him about getting Scc

he said that he looked into it and the price was

difference between the loccs and the Scc1s so

ahead and use the loccs only put Sccs in them

frcm

told her

THE

MR

MS

MR

THE
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BY MS WECKERLY

And then did Detective Hancock ask Ms Hubbard

Talk to me about this practice that Ron Lakeman told you

about and can you read her answer and this is for

counsel starting at the botton of nage 23

Ms Hubbards response wds It as from the 50cc

vial

And does she continue

Then she contInues on to say And he will take

the syringe screw it into the dispensing top draw it up

And does Detective H0ncock clarify that

Detective Hancock says Le me just clear it up

The spike

And Ms Hubbard responds The spike right And

then she continues on to say And then put another needle on

the reinject or Im sorry knd then put another needle on

and reinject the patient ano then after that was done if he

needed more he would take the same syrinoe put it bdck on the

spike draw up more and get clean needle

Okay And Detective Hancocks response was

what

And this you said this was instructed to you

around the time that you started

And her response was It gas It was seeing it

really wasnt saw the way he did it
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Okay And later in the interiiew did Detective

Hancock ask hr whether she was approached by any th

doctors and said that This method That this is the zay

were going to do it Can you read the

Yes Detective Hancock said Okay Weie you

approached by any of the doctors and said that Is is the way

were going to do it

And then Ms Hubbard replies Dr Desoi nten me to

use you know to do it the way that Ron did it dna sdld

And ther Detective Hancock interject Okay When

was that when was that that he told you that

And Ms Hubbards response was Riodt 0t the very

stdrt of when srarted working there

Detective Hancock responds Okay

And Ms Hubbard responds back It would Se Aucust

2005

Detective Hancock says Okay And he instructed you

rhots the way he wanted it done Any other doctors apurcach

you about that

And she responded dont think so

Okay And was she asked whether or not Dr

Desdi observed her following that practice

Yes Detective Hancock asked her Okay Did

Dr Desai ever observe you not doing that practice

And Linda Hubbard responded Not changing needles
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Yes

And Dtectiv Hancnrk stated Ano what was his

Im sorry not reusing syringes

And Detective Hubbards response was

inda

Im scrry Linoa Hubbard Excuse me Linde

Hubbard response was Doino it the way preler to do it

Ai.d ther Detectie Hdrcock says \es

Lind0 Hubbard sdys es
Detective Hancock says The correct way

And Linda Hubbard says Yes Detective Hancock

says Okay And what ws hs response to that since he had

instructed you otferwisc

And Linda Hubbarb response was He jist kind of

shrugged and he really didnt say 0nything okay but know

he noticed

Detective Hdncock says So he never said anything to

you at all about what you are not doing it the way told you

to do it

And she said No

And thGt was think we said this but that

was her interview in October 2008

Yes maam

MS WECKERLY May approach the witness Your

Honor
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THE COURT Sure

BY MS WECKERLY

Sir Im showing you whats been marked as

States Proposed 243 and it what is it

This is Muskogee its dociment that was

printed oit Its Muskogee County Boaro of Assessors

bdsiclly its document that lists our the assessors deeds

dno partials of certain address

And wh0ts that address

Its Mallard Court

And who is listed as the oviner

Okay Real quick The its Mallard Court

Its in MiddlIng Georgia and its resicence And the

assessors site you can go on anybody can go on do an

open search on the web to pretty much any assessors site in

-he United States and find information on addresses This one

parilcularly happens to be what appears to on this site

an old dddress of Ronald Lakeman

MS WECKERLY State moves to admit 243

THE COURT Any objection

MR SANTACROCE No

THE COURT All right 243 is admitted

States Exhibit 243 admitted

MS WECKERLY Courts indulgence Ill pass the

witness Your Honor
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THE COURT All right Who would like to go first

with cross

MR WRIGHT Approach the bench

THE COURT Sure

Off record bench conference

THE COURT All right Is the Defense ready -c cet

started with their cross examination

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT All right

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR BRIGHT

First Detective Whiteley startinc wit Lirda

Hubbard

Yes sir

okay She had immunity when you were

interviewing her

dont believe it w0s full immunity believe

it was immunity for her testimony

Okay She had proffer agreemet in place

Yes sir

by which if she s0id the right thlnos and

think the way it reads if you all like what she has tc say

then shell be witness

Well it no if she tells us the truth And

thats what we look for is the truth
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Okay Well did you read it mean actually

if you read her proffer letter it says once she gives

proffer you can go after her if she says anything thats rot

the truth or if she says anything differently than what you

already told her

And dont recall the exact language but

think the standaid protter language is that it somebody does

lie then yes tHey can be churged with false testimony

Or if they say something different than what

they already told you unoerstand its not the standard

proffer agreement and Im and that this one was custom

mace

Its splitting hairs between lying and

MR

THE

and be

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

about that part The

MR WRIGHT

different

voice up

WRIGHT Let me have my stack for

COURT And Mr Wright be mindful to keep your

Let me have my stack of exhibits

Well not to that part They dont care

part where youre asking the questions

Okay

Pause in the proceedings

MR WRIGHT cant find hers

Would you agree that its the same letters as the

other letters
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MS WECKERLY You know think so so Ill kind of

agree

MR WRIGHT Okay mean because have number

of them

THE COURT All right So for the record its the

same

MS WECKERLY mean it is what it

THE COURT its the s0me

MS WECKERLY mean

THE COURT letter and so if you can use another

exhibit and then of course when the exhibits go back it

will have all the exhibits

MS WECKERLI Im sure even believe its the

same one Certainly they can look at the one thats in

evidence

THE COURT Right

MS WECKERLY but dont minc substitutino

another one right now

THE COURT Right Thats what meant

MS WECKERLY Yeah

THE COURT Thats what mecnt for purposes of

moving

MS WECKERLY Sure

THE COURT this along

MR WRIGHT Im using Annamarie Lobiondos grand
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jury pardon me Defense Exhibit 01

THE COURT Oh right Oh its letter 01

MR WRIGhT Oh

BY MR WRIGHT

Im looking dt this third paragraph Ths is

ihere the State promises will not use any statement mdde by

you cr _ien this actually goes to the lawyer

oorrect

RigITt The these are drafted between the

disricr attorneys offioe and the lawyer of

Right So its essentially

in this oase Annamarie Lobiondo but what

youre talking about would be Ms Hubbard

Right So the State will not use any statement

mace by your client or other information provided by your

olient during the proffer against your client in any criminal

case except for cross examination or impeachment purposes

should ycir cient ever testify contrary to the information

she provides during the proffer Do you see that

Yes sir

Thats called ockin clause Youre famili0r

with that

Im not lawyer so dont know the legal

definition behind it but from experience know that yes it

does
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Okay It locks her in to what she says during

her proffer Or in the prscution for perjury where any

information may use be used to prove that your client

testified untruthfully or contrary to the information provided

by the proffer correct

Yes sir

Ano then peop give their statements and it

says after After the State discovers what your client has

to say and what shes illino to do for the State

unilateral evaluaion cf her position will be undertaken in

good faith correct

Yes sir

Okay And tOe tthts what you refer to as

limited immunty during the State

Yes

correct And she had already been at been

to the grand jury correct

When we Interviewed her

Yes She w0s one of those in that investigative

grand jury

Yes sir

You were present if remember correctly

Yes sir just dont remember which came

first

Right better verify it Grand jury July
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17 2008

Yes sir

Okay

And then

And then

Im sorry

F.B.I interview October 2b 1UU8

Yes sir

And then you all interviewed her third in the

line correct

Yes

And she had proffer same prffer agreement

was in place for the F.B.I do you recall thdt

It would have been federdl proffer yes sir

And she hdd aiready testifier before you all

interviewed he at the grand jury that she dIn rot reuse

needles and syrinoes Ill call it and no one h0d told her to

reuse needles and syringes and she denied telling the CDC

that someone told her to reuse needles ond syringes do you

recall that

dont recall that specificol but if you

have it Id..

Im looking at the Grand Jury 172 173 174

start with those

Okay Witness complied
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And 157

Okay Its the same answer dont know what

the answer was before that

Did she testify at the grand jury did she

testify at the grand jury that she didnt reuse syringes

Should ust redd it or..

Well Irr just going to shorten it up

Okay

Do you disagree

Well she said Did you ever tell them that

youre instructed to though and she said dont think so

Could you have and she said No

Okay

And thts what she said

Okay Correct And did she didnt reuse

syringes

Yeah she always maintained that she never

reused syriiges

Okay And and she testified at the grand

jury no one told er to reuse syringes correct

Thats what she sQid no to tYe guestion

Okay And then she was interviewed by the

F.B.I with proffer agreement and she once again said she

didnt reuse syringes and she denied anyone telling her to

reuse syringes
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Shes always maintained that yes sir

Okay

Oh the the reuse syringes except for when

she interviewed with us and then she said that she watched

Mr Lakeman reuse syringes

Im gcing to get to that

okay

Im with Im dt the F.B.I now second

interview

Sorry

okay

Yes sir

Do you recall F.B.I inrerviewed her lets

see who was there This is on August 14 2008 Lnda Rosel

whos that

She would he the she worked Thr the AGs

office she was an investigator for them

Okay Laura Huohes

Shes also an investigator for the AGs office

except dont think shes there anymore

Levi Hancock

evi would be the detective that worked with me

at that time

Do you recall that Hubbard

dont think was there Was am listed
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on that interview dont believe was there

No youre not listed on it but youve read jt

correct

Yes Ive read everything

THE COURT Oh the they cant stil cant heor

you

THE WITNESS Im sorry Yes

MR WRIGHT

Youve read it

Yes

You were oont see you there Must have

been in Europe again

wish

Lets see Do you recall that Linda Hubbard

st0ed at ESCN endoscopic clinic

Yes sir

always used clean needles and syrnges She

would sometimes reuse syringe If there was srnll amount

of propofol left in bottle she would only do this if the

syrnge was beino used on the same patient

If thats what that says yes sir

Thas what it says

All right

Youre and that she did not tell the COG that

she was instructed to reuse syringes
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Yes sir

Now then you all interview her third time

correct

Yes

And shed been to the grand jury shed been

interviewed by the F.B.I ann tien you all interview her again

because

We interiewed again because she would do

proffer with us She agreed to talk to us

Okay Ann you shed already been to the

grand jury and testified ann shed been interviewed by the

F.B.I

Yes sir

And so you lust keep going back to the same

witnesses because.

No believe that that interview was

coordinated thrnuoh her 0ttorney nd her attorney was there

the whole entre ime Sn you know would think that

Buthe

rot being lawyer think there would be

discussions on whether or not shes going to lie to us or not

mean would hope thdt eIther her

THE COURT Hell dont speculate as to what may have

happened

BY MR WRIGHT
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Okay As you

THE COURT Only tell 05 what actually did happon

BY MR WRIGHT

as you understood it her lawyer called up

and wanted her to be interviewed aooin

dont remember specifi-ally how it went down

and how we got back there but know th0t we wanted to talk

ft her again

THE COURT Who is Im scrry Mr Wright keep

your just be mindful to keep your

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT voice up You smrt good and then you

keep drifting

MR WRIGHT know

THE COURT away

MR WRIGHT All rght

BY MR WRIGHT

You know you

mean Ill talk to 100 people as Song as

theyre willing to talk to me 100 ditftrent times

Well do you you keep interviewing them until

you he0r what you want to hear

MS WECKERLY Objection

BY MR WRIGHT

is that fair
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No thats not the case

THE COURT Well overruled

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay

We dont

So

would never encourage anybody to lie or

tell me what want to hear The only thing Id ever wan te

hear is tie truth Now whether or not that changes from the

grand jury to when she talked to us

Okay

the second time cant tell you why she did

it

Well you

or how she oid it but thats the stcement

she made to us

okay But you all you all knew what The

truth 4o5 dnd you just needed the witnesses to say it

correct

No again dont encourage

Is that correct

anybody to

didnt ask you would encourage them

said in May 2008 didnt you all declare what the truth was

and now you just need the witnesses to say it
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No sir

Do you remember the District Attorney David

Roger getting on television

MS WECKERLY Objection

BY MR WRIGHT

and saying that

COURT Hell overruled

WITNESS do not recall his statements on

No sir

Do you recall

THE

MR

THE

it refreshes

MR

THE

the record and

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE

THE

television

BY MR WRIGHT

refresh your recollection

You dont recall that

No sir

Let me see if can

David Roger statiiig

COURT Well wait minute

WRIGHT Well walt minute what

COURT Well wait minute You have to see if

his recollection

WRIGHT Oicay

COURT You cant just read the statement into

Well Im not

make that part of the

hat Im asking was specificity and
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THE COURT Well Mr Wright you know how mean

if he doesnt remember then you nd to move on and bring it

in another way You cant just read it in the record before

we know if hes even aware of the statement or he remembers

the statement or anything else

So let im redd that and lay foundation And you

know it youre going to try to get it in some other way But

you cant just you know refresh his recollection by reading

the statement

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT So Detective read whatever it is Mr

Wright gave you to yourself and then Ir Wrigot wll ask you

some guestions about it

THE WITNESS Witness complying

MR WRIGHT Let me mark this -- Ill put it as

business record my letter to the District Attorney

THE COURT All right

MR WRIGHT Ill do clean copy of that Ive cot

it marceh up

THE WITNESS Okay TYis dc you want me to

this this appears to be an irterview that Mr Roger did on

the Ralston Show is what Im taking it Its transcript

from that

BY MR WRIGHT

Yes
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Okay dont remember watching this Im not

saying didnt but do not remambar watching this And

you know it doesnt redlly sound familiar to what was said or

anyThing like that but

So it it doesnt refresh your recollection

Well dont remember watching that didnt

watch Il the news programs at the time see who was on them

ano stuf

Okay Well this well this was they

reccll David Roger stating the

MS WECKERLY Objection Relevance

THE COURT Well think its relevant but its

suscineo for other reasons

Bt IR vIRIGHT

Do you recall the district attorneys office

st0 inc

MS WECKERLY Obiection This is ar improper

question of this witness

THE COURT May see Counsel up here

Off record bench conference

THE COURT Resume your cross examination

BY MR WRIGHT

On May 27 2008 were you already firmly

convinced that criminal acts were commitred and the only

remdining questior WaS whether there will be three or four
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doctors charged

No dont think by then was firmly committed

to anything at that point mean

Okay

no

Were you of the opinion that the subjects of the

investigation were engaging in mob style Tony Spilotro code of

silence code of silence behaior with witnesses in fear of

physical retribution II they talked

Im not aware of that physical retribution but

know that people were afraid to talk There was various

reasons ror it

People were afralo to talk

Yes

And the subjects of the investigation were

engaging in this mob style techrigues

Again Im not sure what that comes from

If the District Attorney uere saying that

MS WEKERLY Obecton Your Honor

BY MR WRIGHT

you did not know 0bcut it Is that correct

Say th0t again sir

If the district attorneys office was saying

that you did not know about it

dont recall it It doesnt sound familiar
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but to say 100 percent didnt know about it dont know

Okay People at the time of the

investigation you were interviewing doctors

Yes sir

lawyers pardon me Maybe ldwyers too

what do

We met with bunch of lawyers cut

know

we didnt interview cny of from

THE COURT There were lawyers but you dIdnt

interview them

EY MR WRIGHT

Right Doctors nurses CRNA5 peoc that hold

licenses correct

Yes sir

And there were complaints filed thdt put

peoples licenses in jeopardy nurses CRNAs

los sir

And they were seeking legal advice correct

Yes sir

And so is is that some of the redsons youre

talking about why people didnt want to talk

Yes sir mean they had their license in

jeopardy They were afraid of being sued There wcs

criminal investigdtion So there were several reasons why
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the why people wouldnt talk to us

Okay But you you have no knowledge of Tony

Spilotro mob style tactics with witnesses in fear of physical

retribution if they talked correct

That doesnt sound f0miliar to me mean

somebody mioht have said that at some point but that doesnt

sound familiar to me Thats not theory that we were goinq

on in our case

sidetracked

one told ler

your inte

interview

much junk behnd

you continued to you Im dont mean you

personally

Okay Now back to Linda Hubbard got

Back to Lindd Hubbard

Yes sir

She told the F.B.I with proffer agreemen nc

to reuse syringes And then we come up to your

rview And of course vith who did the

Was that

Detective Hancock was the

Hancock couldnt remember

primary interviewer

Okdy And in that interview Ive got too

Were team so yes

During the interview you continued to push her

right to the end no say that Dr Desai had requested that she
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reuse needles and syringes do you recall that

wouldnt describe it as pushing Id say we

asked her several times in several different ways if that was

the case And think she denied it each time

Okay

And then once she denied it we stopped the

interview

Page 29 And you never hearo Dr Desai saying

anyhing to anybody about reusing syringes or getting after

anyone if they didnt reuse syringe

dont remember really dont

Question So Dr Desai whos its pretty

obvious hes into cutting corners 0nd saving money

Linda Okay

We probably agree upor that correct Thats the

questioner

Linda Hes very frugal person

LevI Hancock Yes to say the least

Linda Yes

mean to the pont that were cuttino pads in

half

Linda was going to say cutting ctiux in half

Right

Linda The 50cc syringes they would use to flushes

he would chase the patient out of the room and grab it off the
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stretcher

Questioner Thats the flush thats used in the

scope

Linda The flush for the scopes

Okay

But as far as you know but as far as anybody you

know as far as my side of the bed

Mm hmm

really dont know if he saio anything

Levi Hancock just want you to tflnk about that

because this is guy we know reiterated 31 minutes 31

minutes and people are telling us Hey he would be in the

room

Linda To cut the chux in half

Levi Right Cut the chux Were reusing this

Were reusing that In my mind this is so frugal ts hard

for me to belIeve thdt there wasnt any point in tme where he

would say Hey why are you not reusing syrinoes Do you see

where Im comng from

Lind0 know know where youre comng from

but iust just just there is no way could do

that

LevI No No Im not saying you

Linda And dont remember him

Lev Right And Im not saying you What Im
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saying is mean at same paint in time through what three

years ef employment

Linda Almost

Le Yeah

Linde Two and half years

And believe me youre not the only one thats

elling us teso same things So just find it hard to

believe tni guy is so frugal hes outting pads in half and

other people hes outting pads in half but yet if he sees

other peep not using reusirg syringes then find it

hard to believe that hes not maybe saying something about

Lila

Linda really dont remember whole lot of the

conersetior because it was told him about New York New

Jersey

goes on That is how she ended up correct

Yes

Did you

dont

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

lurch break

interview her again after that

recal dont think so

Im changing topics Were

Dc you want to take our lunch break

If thats

Okay Well ladies and oentlemen well

now Well be in recess for the lunchtake our

break until 100
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During the lunch break you are reminded that youre

not to discuss this case or anything rilating to the case with

each other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch or

listen to any reports of or commentaries on this case any

person or subject matter relatirg to the case Dont do any

independent research by ay of the Internet or any other

mecium and please do not form or express an opinion on the

trial

Notepads in your chairs nd follow the Bailiff

through the rear door

Jury recessed at 1159 a.m

THE COURT All right Cd- ously dont dscuss your

testimony durng the break YOu know that already Just to

let you know Mr vJright accoroinc to the court erk

because wanted to tell the jury the correct exhibit number

for Ms Hubbards profcer letter there is no proffer letter

for Ms Hubbard thats been admitted

MR WRIGhT Well tfts why

THE COURT So according to the

MR WRIGHT figured

THE COURT court clerk Im just help

MR WRIGhT Oh okay

THE COURT you know

MR WRIGHT Thank you

THE COURT trying to help keep clecn record
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here and let you know that So you might want to

MR WRICHT Ill find it

THE COURT take care of that AccordIng the

clerk dont know if you had it marked its not marked

or admitted according to our court clerk so

MR WRICHT Thank you

THE COURT to make th0t clear

Secondly on the issue of Linda Hubbard Mr

Staudaher did you reach her Where are we or that

MR STAUDAHER The last message had hack wds that

they had left they had tried to contact her they left her

voicemail messaoe and then our investigators wnt rut

poy her vist So

THE COURT Okay Very good

MR STAUDAHER dont know where that is but

will follow up certainly

THE COURT Okay Just so you know Ms Myc who is

the one that h0s the insurance health insurance issue had

doctors appoinment today We made her cancel 0nther one

So iere going to have to conclude by 350 tooay So ouess

the State wont be resting today or

MR STAUDAHER Sounds like it

THE COURT judging by the length of

MR STAUDAHER No

THE COURT the cross Ive told the bailiff that
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anybody else with doctcrs appointments to tell them the trial

isnt going to be much longer so theyre not going to be able

to do that you know Were just going to go through until we

finish

MR STAUDAHER And Your Honor one last thing

While we were here you know during the time weve been in

court that custodian of records the actual original was

FedExd it arrived would like to introduce that and move

it into evidence

THE COURT From the last witness

MR STAUDAHER Not the very last witness the one

THE COURT The one before that or

MR STAUDAHER Ms Kalka who was from

Minnesota

THE COURT Oh okay

MR SThUDAHER with the issue there so

THE COURT Sc youre ooing to substitute out the

original exhibit for

MR STAUDAHER never produced it well

actually guess there is part of this on your desk Well

substitute

THE COURT Okay And you showed the defense that

and theyre fine with all that Okay All right Then go to

lunch and
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Court recessed from 1202 to 1259 p.m

Pause in proceedings

THE COURT Do we have an update on Ms Hubbard

MR STAUDAHER Apparently the investigators went to

her house and this was at 1236 they were there she was not

at home they left their contact information She has not

called

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER back either or responded to tIe

calls that we have Everybody knows its important and

THE COURT No mean thats not

MR STAUDAHER And Im keeping my phone

THE COURT thats not surprising

MR STAUDAHER here not out of disrespect but

just

THE COURT because you know

MR STAUDAHER to keep in contact

THE COURT she could be mean shes its

daytime she could be anywhere in the middle of the day So

you know at some point when she gets home tonight or you

know whatever she should see the message

MR WRIGHT made clean Tl the next in order

because they

THE COURT Well the State isnt stipulating

MR WRIGHT no
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THE COURT to it

MR WRICHT didnt say they did

THE COURT Okay Were just marking that

MR WRIGHT No next in order is --

THE COURT Ti

MR WRIGHT the proffer letter for Linda Hubbard

THE COURT knew thats what oh okay

MR WRIGHT move its admission

THE COURT Any objection to the proffer etter from

inda Hubaard

MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

THE COURT So that will be admitted c5 Ti

Defendants Exhibit Ui admitted

THE CLERK So Judge

THE COURT What

THE CLERK Ui

THE COURT Oh its Ui

MR WRIGHT Ui

MS WECKERLY think have the objection to Ti

THE COURT Ti right Thats the ore that is tHe

let-er

MR STkUDAHER Mr Wright

THE COURT from Mr Wright and thats what

MR STAUDAHER can we get copy of

THE COURT was talking about
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STkUDAHER

COURT

STRUDAHER

COURT

MR WRIGHT Rhat do you want

THE COURT can get it in

MR STAUDT\HER Yeah copy of that

THE COURT through this witness but

notwithstanding dLythng may say know Mr Wright is going

to keep trying So just be forewarned Mr Wright dont

see that coming ir thrcugh this particular witness

MR WRIGHT Im done with this

THE COURT Ok0y

MR WRIGHT witness with this exhibit

THE COURT Okdy This is your letter

MR WRIGHT Yedh

THE WITNESS got excited there

THE COURT HOots that

THE WITNESS sao got excited there when he

said he

Did you give me the marked up one

Oh could give it to you

Yeah

Sure

MR

THE

MR

THE

he

that too We dont

that theyre not

have

stipulating to ft and dont think

was done

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK
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MR WRIGHT Okay

THE CLERK Mr WrIght dcnt think you gave you

gave us something different thar 4hdt you were going to

MR WRIGHT Let me unscr0mbie this make sure Im

getting the rght stuff

THE CLERK Yeah this is the proffer that you gave

And you hdve the one thats crossed out

Thats what you anLec right

Right

Okay Just w0nted so

And youve got the the clean

Mr him

Good Thats wh0t works here Thanks

Do you want this proffer letter

No

Pause in the proceedThgs

MARSHAL Ladies and oentiemen please rise for

of the jury

Jury entering at 109 p.m
THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody Be seated

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

nt this

No thats Dl Thats it was

me bacK Did you wa

MR WRIGHT

stipulated in

THE CLERK

thats highlighted

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK

MR WRIGHT

THE CLERK

THE

the presence

No its all over
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And Mr Wright you may resume your

cross examination of the witness

MR WRIGHT Thank you

BY MR WRIGHT

At the start of the investigation your iniflal

involvement began when

believe that was M0rch 3rd was when vJe were

first briefed on the case

Okay And who was in the meeting

think

As best as you can recall

yeah Yes sir It was myself thnk

there was Detective Gray there Detective Joe He liy wYo

worked with there wos F.B.I agent Robin Mcllroy

believe David Roger was there Brian Labus was the one

briefing us on the what what he was the one dcino the

briefing

THE COURT Voice up

THE WITNESS Oh sorry maam

Brian Labus and maybe somebody from the AGs

office

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay And so it was the Metropolitan Police

Department F.B.I representative District Davd Roger ws

the District Attorney at the time
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Yes sir

Chris Laurent there

He might have been there Yes sir

Hes deputy district

He was at the time think he was chief

at the time but dont

THE COURT Chief deputy district attorney

THE WITNESS Yes maam

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay And Brian Labus briefed you all on March

Yes sir

dnd were the clinics still still open or

not open at that ime

ttinc they were still open at that time

Okay The as we know the public nlormation

the press confereice and the letters out 63000 vatients that

haci occurred on February 27

Yes sir

And shortly thereafter licenses were revoked

for the clinics aid the gastro center the doctors side

by Clark County dnd/or the City of L0s Vegas and/or

Henderson whatever municipalities had jurisdiction is that

correct

thought one of them didnt revoke them
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thought like two out of the three and maybe want to say

either North Las Vegs or Henderson did not revoke it but

yes Clark County and Las Vegas believe did revoke those

license

Okay And so the clinics were no longer in

operation and basically meaning the Burnham clinic and

Shadow Lane clinic and the Castro Center at Shadow Lane by the

time you all executed search warrant

If remember correctly thats the case Yes

sir

Okay And were you 0ware that arrangements had

been made to produce patient records computers wh0tever was

needed pursuant to subpoena

dont know if was awwre at That tThe if th0t

was the arrangement couThnt tell you just dont know

if we were aware of that at that time

Okay

know subsequently we became aware of it

through here but

Okay But at in any event the se0rch

warrants were executed and all patient records and files were

seized correct

Yes sir

Okay And think you said over 100000

patient
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Alot

right Thousands of boxes

Well wouldnt describe thousands of boxes

but yes hundreds of boxes

Okay thought by the time even those at

he warehouse the storage facilities

They were stacked up high Yes sir

Okay And of course those were and then

Tha created locistical nghtmare for getting patients their

records correct

Yes sir

And you promptly even before the search

warrant you nterviewed the three BLC investigators

They were interviewed dont think was

there at their interview but they were interviewed Yes

sir

Okay get were you there oh youre

right Detective Gry dod Detective Hahn

Yes sir

And those are two of your fellow detectives

Yes sir

Okay And did were you aware of the results

of this interview

Ive read it Yes sir

Okay And so this was on March 2008 so this
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was two days after the initIal biiefing correct

Yes sir

Okay And at that time the three BLC

investigators Leslee Kos oy Dorothy Sims and Nadine

Howard informed Detectives Gray and Hahn that the clinic

readily admitted to the investoators meaning CDC BLC and

Southern Nevdda Health Listrict on ednesday afternoon at the

first meeting that they vjere using propofol as multidose

vial correct

If thats in there Yes sir

Okay And its also and what had Brian Lahus

told you about that do ycu recall

He saia pretty much the same thing that they

were using mutidose n1s on multiple patients and that

could have been potent0lly one of the sources of infection

Okay Sc tI 15 was known and admitted correct

This w0s cncn that first briefing Yes sir

Okay Nc the theredfter as the

iniiestigation prooresses you conduct muliple interviews

correct

lot of interies Yes sir

Okay And one of the things youre also told by

Brian Labus is that CRNA Vincent Mione had told Brian Labus

that he had been instructed to reuse syringes correct

Not entirely Can explain
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Sure

The the way think it want down was he

when we interviewed him he said that he had talked to

Vince and he said in his interview that it was the new Vince

and then think scd it was Vince Mione and then he agreed

with me and thats how we got the name Vince Mione But

think the new Vtnce would have been Vince Sagendorl

Okay Sc that and you know that Bridn Labus

contended whichever Vince he was with

Right

mean whichever ince hes talking about

well let me put it this way Are you avcare that Brian Labus

was deposed like five more tmes in civil litioation aid

insisted it was Vincent Mione

dont dont rerall how many tmes he was

deposed but dont remember tSat part of the depositions

There was tons of them

Okay And so the Biin Labus told you tYat

he interviewed talked with Vinnie Vince CRNA

Yes sir

And that CRNA said he hGd been told to ieuse

syringes and this was in the presence of Melissa Fscher

Fischer

Gayle Fischer

Langley
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Melissa Langley get them mixed up The

CDC investigator Melissa correct

Melissd Schaefer and then its Gayle Langley

Fischer

Okay Melissa Schaefer

Yes

right And youve youve read Me iSSa

Schaeffer statements

Yes sir

She was interviewed by Metro

Yes sir

She testified

Yes sir

That she has no knowledge of suO 0n

interview of either \7innie in such statement correc

guess Yes sir dont remember he sdying

yes or no hut youre probably right

Okay And youve been here in the courtroom

youve heard youve been in and out so if Sdv scmtlng

say wasnt here then okay

Yes sir

The ycu know Mr Sagendorf and Mr Mione

both testified

Yes sir

and both deny having any such conversction
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and making any such statement to Brian Labus correct

Yes sir

And you know it couldnt be Vincent Mione

right

dont know which one it was mean

assumed it was Mione but in the ndture of the conversation he

said it was the new one So that would describe Sagendorf

So the mystery continues

Okay Nell youve got all the records and its

easy to solve

Right

correct

Yes sir

mean this is no mystery on any of this You

all seized every record every computer in that business

correct

Yes sir

You kno every single patient thats been tlere

since the time it opened correct

We could find it out Yes sir

Okay And so you know you can look on

January 11 2008 and theres an absolute record of who the

CRNA5 were workino there on that day correct

fine we could do it right with those books

right over there Yes sir
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Good afternoon

Hi

Just few clarifying points and mean just

few because youre really an expert You know how this

works And did have this nice chart prepared and think

that given what youve already testified you can click right

througc tnis This column right here as understand your

testimony total of nine units were paid and do you multiple

tmit by 34

10 Yes

11 Did that work

12 Its exactly how you have it plus plus and

13 then ttrs

14 So got it right

15 Lead yes

16 OKay And so if we wanted to all we had to

17 do is subtrat $34 from this and itll be the amount that

18 would cc $34 wont even go throuoh the math even though

19 have mTy calculator But from 16 to 30 all we have to do is

20 subtract 34 from well guess will do it What the

21 hecK i06 minus 34 you say Oh what did do

22 MS WECKERLY You had an error message saw it

23 on your you did

24 MS STANISH Yeah its hard to use calculator

25 often know but you can see why have this problem
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MS WECKERLY Thats all right

BY MS STANISH

So 306 minus 34 equals 272 So if the

anesthesia services was between 16 minutes and 30 minutes the

insurance company would have paid 272 and the patient would

not have to pay anytflrq

Correct

And then minus another by the way if its

zero to 15 if theres if Im at zero still get do

10 still get the one unit

11 Yes

12 So if there was no time

13 Well if there was no time the claim wouldnt

14 have been submitted

15 Well no mean you get tue base right

16 Right

17 You automatically get

18 Right

19 the base

20 Right

21 And so dno by the way your competitors are

22 only giving five units But just to clarify its automatic

23 that they get six for having the colonoscopy procedure

24 guess my question is as understand the timing permits if

25 its zero to 15 youre going to get one point
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Correct

So just rnsaniiiy if thsis was if Iisy just

didnt report any time left the time unit olank they would

get seven

Right

All richt

If they left time blank we would alwdys send

for the medical records to see actually wdnt time was used

Sure And so to so if we minus 34 from

10 if we were at the zero to 15 the amount paid would be $238

11 correct

12 head yes
13 All rght Thats all have

14 THE COURT All right Thank you Ms Stanish

15 Mr Santacroce

16 CROSS EXAMINATION

17 BY MR SANTACROCE

18 Good afternoon Can you tell from the

19 documents you have who the provider is that you pay

20 Yes

21 Who is that

22 Do you want to bring it back up
23 MS WECKERLY Its its right there

24 MR SANTACROCE Why dont you just hand her those

25 Margaret
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MS STANISH Anything or you

THE WITNESS oh Thank you Based OH the

explanation of benefits the provider was Keith Mathahs

BY MR SANTACROCE

And who ws the patient

The patient is Sonia Alfaro Orellana

And who did you make the oheok out payable to

Cheok payable to theres no oopy of the

oheok in here but based on the provider thats on the

explanation of benefits it would have been made to Keith

Mathahs

Are you sure about that

No Im not 100 peroent sure without the oop

of the cheok

Okay So youre not sure It might have been

made to Castroenterology Center of Nevada

dont it probably would have it should

have been made to Keith Mthahs baseo on Box probably 31 of

the HCFA

But as you sit here today you oant testify as

to who the oheok went to

Let me look at the image in here to see what

was biled in Box 31 The oheok was made to Keith Mathabs

based on the informat on on 209B

Okay So were starting the oheok wasnt
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made out to Ronald Lakeman correct

Correct

Now you you testified that the allowable

amount was $306

Correct

Do you administer lot of these claims for

anesthesia

We process

For your company

10 We process lot of anesthesia claims yes

11 Okay And other than the Castro Center of

12 Nevada or Endoscopy Center of Nevada other other

13 providers

14 Yes

15 And is this amount customary amount in the

16 industry about roughly

17 Yes mean the base units are always the

18 same for that procedure for CPT Code 00810

19 And what is that code for

20 That Is for anesthesia for gastrointestinal

21 issues

22 Okay So

23 So the base units for that on our plan no

24 matter who the provider is is always six units So that

25 stays the same The oily thing that would change is how the
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provider bills the time that the patient was under anesthesia

Oxay

So it all depends on how we receive the claim

So no matter what theyre getting six base

units

Correct

And the only thing that varies is the minutes

Correct depending on what the patient was

unoe

10 And want to know from your experience is

11 $306 payment for that provider code customary in your business

12 for that type of proceaure

13 It depends on what how we get the claim

14 the examiners dont look at claim and be like oh this

15 seems these minutes dont seem appropriate We process the

16 clirri based on good faith mean it could have said five

17 it could have said five units and we would have paid it

18 because we process based on good faith that the claim were

19 getting is correct with the information And we have the

20 screen that shows the to and from tftne

21 Oxay And from from the provider code if

22 had billed $1000 for procedure that was for this provider

23 code would your machine kick it out

24 No it would not kick it out

25 You would pay $1000
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We would not pay $1000 The system is set up

accurdig tu tlidt bess plus time tiiires the RVU So depending

on how many units were in there then we would have we pay

according to that

Oay So there was nothing out of the

ordinary about paying $306 for that procedure code

Not tc to normal processing claims

ex0xftiner no

Ocay

10 MR SANTACROCE Nothing further

11 THE COURT Redirect

12 MS WECKEPJ Nothing else Thank you

13 THE COURT Any juror questions for this witness

14 see no juror questions

15 Thank you for your testimony Please dont discuss

16 your testimony with anyone else who may be called as witness

17 in this case ano yoi are excused

18 THE WITNESS Okay Thank you

19 THE COURT Thank you

20 THE WITNESS Uo just leave these up here

21 THE COURT You can just hand them to me

22 THE WITNESS Okay

23 THE COURT All right believe thats the last

24 witness for today is that correct

25 MS WECKERLY Thats correct
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THE COURT May see counsel at the bench please

Of rtjord bunch cunfurence

THE COURT Ladies and gentlemen were going to

take oar evening recess We will reconvene tomorrow morning

at 915

During the evening recess youre reminded that

youre not to discuss this case or anything relating to the

case with each other or with anyone else Youre not to read

wtch or listen to any reports of or commentaries regarding

10 his case any person or subject matter relating to the case

11 Dont do any independent research by way of the Internet or

12 any other medium and please do not form or express an opinion

13 on the trial

14 Notepads in your chairs ann follow the bailiff

15 hrough the rear door

16 Jury recessed at 508 p.m
17 THE COURT We got while think of it we cot

18 cot from Ms Killebrew the disclosure on the Meana ann the

19 global net settlement amount was two million anybody

20 writing this down

21 MR WRIGHT Yep

22 MS WECKERLY No

23 THE COURT Okay Well Ms Stanish has such head

24 for numbers Its $2349268.18

25 MS STANISH would never remember that
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THE COURT know you wouldnt but Im telling you

so in case foroet to tell you tomorrow you now know that

have tus amount

MR WRIGHT Say it again

THE COURT Well you can ask me tomorrow just

dicnt want tc forget that had this envelope sitting up here

ano not say anytfing Its $2349268.18

MR WRICHT Thank you

Court recessed for the evening at 509 p.m

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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LAS VEGAS NESThDA FRIDAY JUNE 21 2013 928 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right

MR STAUDAHER Oh and

THE COURT Kenny

MR STAUDAHER actually let me just make sure

because Ive dnne couple of things with the documents and so

forth before we start

We have provided to counsel and told them to

disregard the previous ones the charts the four charts as

the Court requested conformng with the testimony

THE COURT Okdy

MR STAUDAHER conforming with the Courts

orders they are now getting exchanged out

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER with the Court

MS STANISH Theyue been exchanged

MR STAUDAHER Yeah and Im were going to get

rid of the other ones so theres no

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER possibility

THE COURT Sc theres no confusion Good

MR STAUDAHER correct Also we have provided

today to counsel the documents for Patty Shibona
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THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAHER as well as think there

arent any other ones that need to be produced for anybody

else Those are the only outstanding ones and we understand

rha that affidavit that told the Court would be coming is

still it should be here today we should still have it

Im talking about the COR production from the other company

THE COURT Oh okay And Ms Stanish you got all

the nocuments from Ms Shibona that you were that you were

cues ng

MS STANISH Yes Your Honor

THE COURT Okay The fee schedule and

MS STANISH Correct

THE COURT everything

MS STANISH So hopefully Im going to clip along

THE COURT Okay Well yesterday that once

everybody had everything it was we were organized that

vJen what 10 minutes

MS STANISH Yeah well its my witness Your

Honor

MS WECKERLY agree

THE COURT feel like you just

MS WECKERLY Im just kidding

THE COURT like Mr Staudaher has been beaten

down enough
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MS STANISH Well told him that after court

THE COURT wasnt going to say anything

MS WECKERLY feel smiley

MR STAUDAHER So anyway just wanted to make sure

the Court was aware that we had done that with the documents

and that those had been provided so fdr so

THE COURT Right Okay e11

MR STAUDAHER As matter of fact do you have

those other ones

MS STANISH Oh she gave them the charts

THE CLERK No gave them to

MS STANISH have them have them

MR STAUDAHER Okay

THE CLERK and crossed them out

MR STAUDAHER Okay

THE COURT And who is our first witness for today

MS WECKERLY Shibona

MR STAUDAHER Were ooing to finish with the

MS WECKERLY The insurance people

THE COURT Okdy Well finish with her

MR SThUDAHER Right

MS WECKERLY Theres one more insurance person

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY after her and then

MS STANISH Is she going to be the one shes
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just going to continue as COR and then the other one is

going to be the one that does the calculations

MS WECKERLY The calculation one

MR STAUDAHER Which one

MS WECKERLY is first

MS STANISH Oh okay

MR STIUDAHER Yes

MS STANISH Good

MS WECKERLY For that but she knows how

MR STkUDAHER Same -- she knows how to she

she was the one who did it on the stand and she

MS STANISH Okay

MR STAUDAHER has the documents to

MS STANISH And then

MR STAUDAHER -- speak to that

MS STANISH so the other the additional

one

MS WECKERLY The additional one is with HPN

MS STANISH Oh who is it Whats her name

MS WECKERLY The one that testified at orand jury

Spaeth

MS STANISH Oh okay

MS WECKERLY So she did the claims but theres no

calculating on that one

MS STANISH All right
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MS WECKERLY because its flat

MS STANISH Well its flat fee

THE COURT Thdts fine as long as

MS STANISH All right

THE COURT thdts wh she

MS STANISH Thats fine

THE COURT testifies hcut

MS STNISH All righty

MS WECKERL And ou you have the agreement that

says its

MS STANISH Correct

MS WE0KERLY il0t

MS STANISH Okay Ccod Good Lets get it over

with

MS WECKERLI So you oont have to have your

calculator

MS STANISH do have it

MS WECKERLY kno hut you dont need it for the

second one

MS STANISH You dont think so

MS WECKERLY cant think of how

THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

the jury

Jury entering at 931 a.m

THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be
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sea ed

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

The record should reflect the presence of the State through

The Deputy District Attorneys the presence of the defendants

dnd their counsel the officers of the court and the ladies

and oentlemen of he jury

And ladies and gentlemen youll recall that we

interrupted the testimony of Ms Shibona prior to the

cross examination She is now here so you can retrieve the

witness

Mam come on back up here to the witness stand

piecse And then just remain standing facing our court

cierk

PATRICIA SHIBONA STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated Maam

would you please state and spell your name

THE WITNESS Patricia Shibona I--A

THE COURT All right Thank you

Mr Staudaher

MR STAUDAHER Yes

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

And before we turn to you we were about ready

to turn you over to cross examination but there were couple
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of documents that were requested that we wanted to ask you

about

MR STAUDAHER So may approach her

THE COURT You may

BY MR STAUDAHER

Showing you what has been marked as Proposed

States lets breck them oowr here 244 and think they

all go together L44A 244B and 244C Can you look at ftese

documents and tell us what were looking at

vJitness complied The first document shows

the Medicare pricing in the system the claims processing

system back on the this claim which was for believe

Rodolf

Rodolfo Meana

Yes

Okay

The second

And when

Im sorry

when you say befcre get there when you

this system is this your computer system

Yes it is

And Im talking about when say not your

but the companys

The companys computer system that was used to

one

say the

personal
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process claims

Su you werc able to cccess that record tu see

what was actually processed for his specific claim package in

2007

Correct

And is then you did dha How was it how

dio was this document proouced

We did screen shot of it we did screen

print of it

Okay

And then

Produced it

Produced it

is that right

yeah

Okay Go on to ftc next one

Okay The next one shovs its the same

computer system showing the commercial rdte of $38 That was

for Ms Martin

Okay Same kind of thing off your system you

get screen shot printed brought it to court

Correct

Okay Go to the next one

The next one is ar amendment to contract and

it shows that the contract is between gastroentero ogy center
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And it shows that according to this amendment the rates are

$38 for commercial products

Okay And also does it talk about rate versus

schedules for Medicare

Yes it shows 100 percent for the senior health

products

And is the senior horizons product is that

ihar were ta Icing about there

Yes

Okay And is this does this relate to

something th0t as attached back in 2007 even though the date

of this ameodrient is 2000 what does it say

The date of the amendment is it looks like it

was signed in 2000

Okay But is that the one that was in effect

the time

Yes

Okay Nc

Based on the pricing thats on our system

would say yes

Okay And as far as the last item what is

that

This this was requested me the last time to

be able to show what the Medicare pricing was that had said

had notated and this shows that this is the anesthesia and
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for Nevada this shows the website that went to and

back here it shows you that Nevada is $16.40 per unit

So that matches with the information that was on

the first screen shot of that as well

Correct

For what actually was used for that for

Roooif Meana

Correct

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor this time Id move for

admission of States Proposed 244 through 244 244 244A

and

THE COURT Any objection

MS STANISH No Your Honor

THE COURT All right Those will all be admitted

States Exhibit 244 244k 244B and 244C admitted

BY MR STAUDAHER

Just so were clear on this you did some

calculations and think Ms Stanish might actually have you

go through it again but when you did those or the stand if

unoerstood correctly it was based on eight units of

anesthesia just simple multiplication of eight times

whatever this rate is

Correct

to determine how much ias charged

Correct
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And before show these if the actual amount

had been less meaning less unIts would you have reimbursed

less

Yes

Do you when people process claims do you

basically use good fcith in processing the claims

Yes

If there are faults do you do you process

the claims

No

Now showing you States 244 know that his

is kind of blacked out here but want to make sure we get to

the portion that has

Unfortunately our screens were gray so they

dont copy well

But youve actually seen this

Yes

And this one for Rodolfo Neana is that

correct

Yes

Okay Sc Im going to zoom in on the portion

that think you delineated up at the bench was excuse me

up at up at your stand there th0t it was the actual rate

that was used for him is that correct

Correct
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Anesthesia base

Correct

and then it has dollar amount here of

16.40

Correct

Does that coincide with the records on the EOE

that we saw earlier

Yes

With regard to the next one which think you

said as for

think its Ms Martin

Ms Martin ano note that can brirg it

back up to you if you need to see it but thats aiso the same

thing anesthesia basin this time it says $38

Correct

Okay Does that also correspond to the POP for

Ms Martin

Yes

And the last one the oh the Exhibit No

244E which you said was the amendment between the gastro

center and PacifiCare is that correct

believe the way its it has dfferent

name on it

Oh gastro well lets see

Physicians IPA Group That was the contract
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that we utilized

Okay But this

in payment

is the contract

Yes it is

Okay Sorry Whatever it means So know Im

zooming around here but want to get up to tnis port here

So the part here that says $38 ASA for commercidi hedith

products is that the one that relates tc the commercidi

product or Gwendolyn Martin

Yes

And if we go just above that where it odys 100

percent RBRBS for senior products

Right

for senior health products

Mm hmm

Is that the one for Rodolfo Mearia

It corresponds with the pricing we have for the

senior product yes

And what does RBRBS mean

dont know

The next document was 244C which you said also

was screen shot telling you what the actual Medicare

reimbursement rate that 100 percent

Right
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for Nevada

Correct

Back in 2007

Correct

If we go to thdt page Just the last page of

the document Nevada $6.40

$16.40

$16.40 Im sorry

Thats correct

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor pass the witness

THE COURT All rioht Thank you

Ms Starish

CROSS EXANII\ATION

BY MS STANISH

Welcome back

Thank you

to fabulous Las Vegas Of course want to

start with chart understacd that no that you have the

necessary documents ycu can help us figure out the value of

anesthesia service And have have calculator if

you need it so..

You remen-ber me saying Im not very good at

math

Well you and think we both have that

issue All right Do you need calculator
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definitely need calculator Thank you

Lets start with Ms Martin As understand

it she had commercial policy and therefore she had

different rate than Mr Meana who had senior product

correct

That is correct

And Ms Vartin had two proceoures correct

Yes

And and let me know if you need the document

-h0- relates to this hut on September 20th Ms Martin had

colonoscopy by Dr Weisz correct

know she had procedure on the 20th dont

know whdt the procedure was

Oh okay Do you need to refer if you looked

at he Form 1500 would that help

It would help

All right Lets see if can

MR STAUDAHER Its down below Margaret

MS STANISH Pardon me

MR STIUDAHER Its down below you

MS STANISH Oh yeah Great Thank you

El MS STANISH

Im going to give both of these to you and you

can figure out where it is in there

Witness complied So on 9/20 she had
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procedure done Okay

Okay And do you see does cant

remember if you are the insurance company that actu1ly

requires time Do you

Yes we do

Okay What is the time thats reflected for Ms

Martins colonoscopy on September LOth

12zO to 125
So 31 minutes correct

Correct

And if the procedure was 37 minutes

Yes

instead of minutes

Yes

would it still be payable with this within

this time parameter of 31 to 45 minutes for total of

units

Yes it would have

And if the going back to Ms MartIns

encoscopy think it was the next day that was also billed

between the 31 and 45 minutes If th0t procedure had been

between 60 and 30 minutes what would the amount paid to the

clinic be

It iou1d be total of units times $38 and

that shows $266
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And if the procedure had been between and 15

minutes what would the amount paid to the clinic be

It would still be the base units pius timed

unit for units times 38 which is $238

And then moving down tc oh by the way if

the the procedure was done without any time being reporteo

would the total units still be because it would be

If there was no time units it would have been

returned for the Lime

Okay And if there are discrepancies in claims

you either dont pay them and return them for resubmittal

Correct

And the claim for Mr Meana if we could do the

same numbers with that You had paid baseo on the 31 to

45 mInute time frame total of $131.20 being paid What if

that procedure had been between 16 and 30 minutes

It would be units times 16.40 which is

$114.80

And if it were between and 15 minutes

It would be units tines 16.40 98.40

MS STANISH have nothing further

THE COURT All right Thank you Ms Stanish

Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE have no questions

THE COURT Mr Staudaher
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MR STAUDAHER No redirect Your Honor

THE COURT Do we have any wit Im sorry do we

have any juror questions for the witness No juror questions

All right Maam thank you for your testimony

THE WITNESS Thank you

THE COURT Please oont discuss your testimony with

anyone else who might he witness

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT Thank you Aid you are excused

The State may call its next witness

MS WECKERLY Corrine Spaeth

THE COURT Maam lust rgYt up here please next

to me Arid then please remain standing facing this lady

right there if you would

CORRINE SPAETH STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And please

state and spell your name

THE WISS Corrine Spaetf First name is spelled

last name is spelled

THE COURT Mi right Thdnk you

Ms Wecicerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

How are you employed

Im employed with Sierra Health Plan of Nevada
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Arid what do you do for Sierra Health Plan of

Nevada

am the director of the claims department

Director of claims

Yes

How long have you worked for that entity

guess

For 33 years

Arid have you been the director the whole time

or.

No not the entire time

For

Probably for about the last 12 years

Last 12 years youre the director Im

MS WECKERLY My approach Your Honor

THE COURT Mm hum

BY MS WECKERLY

Now Im showing you whats been marked as

States Proposed 213 and 214 Can you just look through 23

to yourself and just let me know when youre done and then

Ill have you look at 214

Witness complied Okay

Do you recognize these documents in 213

Yes do

Are they associated with your with your
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business and insurance claim regarding Carole Grueskin

Yes

MS WECKERLY Your Honor the State moves to admit

213

THE COURT Any objection

MS STANISH No Your Honor

THE COURT All right 213 is admitted

States Exhibit 213 admitted

BY MS WECKERLY

And can you look through the series of documents

on 214

Witness complied This looks to be

duplicate Okay

Do you recognize those documents in that they

relate to claim that your company processed for Stacy

Hutchinson

Ido

MS WECKERLY State moves to cdfLit 214

THE COURT Any objection

MS STANISH No Judge

MS WECKERLY Im going to

THE COURT No objection

MS WECKERLY okay

THE COURT All right 214 is admitted

MS WECKERLY Sorry
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THE COURT You may publish

States Exhibit 214 admitted

BY MS WECKERLY

Im goinc to start with 213 That looks really

sffcill

Thats fine

Oh you 1-ave better eyes than me Let me just

get this straight Okay This what form is this

Its at the time believe it wds HCFA

1500 Form The name has changed to CMS 1500 Form now

Okay Back in 2007 it was the HCFA 1500 thct

was used

Yes

And up here at the top is that the person who

the person who has the insurance

Yes

Okay And thats Carole Crueskin

Itis

And moving sort of down to the down the

document Do you see where Im pointino here on the left

side

Ido

What does that represent

The date of service for the procedure

Okay Arid thats 9/21/07
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Correct

Do you know what this this code represents

Its an anesthesia code

Okay And what does this 560 represent

Thats the hill chdrges

Okay And that ould have been the amount that

was suhritted by the provider to Sierra health Services

Correct

Im goinc to flip to ftc thie second page of

213 And is this an explanation of benefits

Itis

And its for Carole Crueskin again

Yes

Okay Lets move across Is this again the

the date of the procedure 9/21

Yes it is

And it looks like the it reflects the amount

that we saw in the prior forum

Yes

For the

the bill charge

anesthesia And it also has another number

470

Yes

What does what does that number represent
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Thats the difference between the bill charge

and the contract rate

Okoy And what was the contract rate for Sierra

Health Services in 2007 for for this type of procedure

It wds $90

Okcy And

the allowed amount

and Wd5 that like flat rate

Yes it was global

Okoy

Global/flat rate same thing

And whdt does the $20 reflect on here

Thats the meebers cost share or co paent or

the procedure for anesthesid

And so am reading it this right that you

paid 70 of The 90 and then Ms Grueskin would have been the

one paying The 20

Correct

Now Im moving to the claim form for Ms

Hutchinson and or the record this is States 214 Same

type of form the HCFA 1500

Correct

And up here it has Ms Hutchinsons name is

that fair

Yes
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And moving down the document is this you know

laid out in the same way where this is the date of the

procedure

That is correct

And the same dollar amount was charged by the

facility is that fair

Yes

And the guess this is the the time

Yes the number of minutes

The number of minutes And the provider on this

one at the bottom here was who

Ron Lakeman

Hold on just dropped part of my document

Ncw Pm showing you the first page Is this an explanation

of benefits for that claim

Itis

And do we read this one the same way we read the

one for Ms Grueskin where this is the date of the procedure

Correct

And thats 9/21/07

Correct

$560 was submitted

Correct

And is it the same situation where under the

agreement with Sierra Health Services the amount of payment
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was going to be $90

Correct It is again global or flat rate

Okay But in Ms Hutchinsons case she didnt

have co pay is that

She had no cost share

Okay So it was Sierra Health Services thdt

paid the $90

Yes we bid

Now if there if theres incorrect

information on HCFA 1500 as claims director do you know

what happens to those kind cf claims

We would return those to the provider

If theres false information on HCFA 1500

what happens to those

We would also return those to the provider

Witn no payment

No payment

Thank you

MS WECKERLI Ill pass the witness

THE COURT All right Cross

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MS STANISI-i

The amount charged by the providers doesnt come

into play at all in your reimbursements

Not in the reimbursement no We follow the
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contract

Okay And in this case its flat rate

Yes it was

So time is not really re evant at all to the

payment

Not in regard to the payment no

im curious do you do you know on the

average if you even calculate these kind of things on the

average how many minutes colonoscopy anesthesia normally

takes

Im sorry Im not medical person so

really wouldnt know

Oh no just meant

normal

from billing dor.t Know if you guys track

that Thats what was askino

We do not track IL

Okay guess thats it Time is relative

right All right Thank you

TEE COURT All right Mr Santacroce any cross

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Of that amount paid would that be would that

be normal amount for the procedure that was done according

to your plan
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normal amount Every they can vary based

on the contract terms

Okay But pursuant to this what do you mean

by global amount paid

Reciardless of the tLe amount of time or the

modifiers billed or we its flat rate $90 per service

TURts

thdts jt

thdts it

lhats all

MR SANTACROCE Thats all have Your Honor

THE COURT Ms Weckerly

MS WECNERLY No redirect Your Honor

THE COURT Do we have any jury jury cant

speak today Do we have any juror questions for this witness

No juror questions

Maarn thank you for your testimony Please dont

discuss your testimony with dnyone else who may be witness

in this mat er And you are excused

THE WITNESS Th0nk you

THE COURT All right Thank you

MS WECKERLY Can we approach

THE COURT Sure

Offrecord bench conference

THE COURT Ladies and gentlemen were going to take
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real quick recess Lets go until 1015

During the quick recess youre reminded that youre

not to discuss the case or anything relating to the case wth

each other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch

listen to any reports of or commentaries cn the case person

or subject matter relating to the case and please dont form

or express an opinion on the trial

Notepads in your chairs Follow the bailiff through

the rear door please

Jury recessed at 1000 a.m

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right On the record out of the

presence of the jury Ms Weckerly had approached the berch

anh indicated that pre the testimony of Detective Whiteley she

had hopeo to play the statement of Linda Hubbard as prior

inconsistent statement to her testimony which was essentially

she didnt remember these things

sthata

MS WECKERLY Well

THE COURT fair summation of

MS WECKERLY that thats

THE COURT what you said

MS WECKERLY yes mean when Linda Hubbard

was testifying attempted to impeach her with her statement

going line by line while she was on the witness stand The
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defense objected we approached the bench and the Court asked

me Are you going to have the detective come in And at that

time said yes Im going to have the detective come in

And Ms Hubbard

THE COURT Medning if she didnt avow the statement

that Ms Weckerly could use the detective to then testify to

the statement Now obviously if she said oh yes did do

it now remember did say blah blah blah then shes

shes accepted the statements and theres nothing to impeach

her with but tha-s not my recollection of what happened

Ms Weckerly go on

MS WECKERLY And mean she was asked about the

statement that she made to Detective Whiteley and she not

only saio dont remember it but she said it was coercive

setting And Id just reference the Court to 120 Nevada

which is Crow ey State And the Court in that case the

defendants wfe testified about conversation she had with

an investigator from Department of Child and Family Services

She denied telling the investigator that her husband acted

inappropriate1y when intoxicated

Specifically she stated she did not remember ever

saying anything like that The State then calls the

investigator as witness over the defendants objection In

this case the Nevada Supreme Court stated We conclude that

when trial witness fails for whatever reason to remember
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previous statement made by that witness the ailure of

recollection constitutes denial of the prior statement that

makes it prior inconsistent statement that makes it

prior inconsistent statement pursu0nt to NRS 51.O35zA the

previous statement is not hearsay ono moy be aomitted both

substantively and for impeachment

And thinK the the founodtion wd5 lao and not

only that there was notice that was going to bringino in

the detective did tell them yesterddy th0t this wds my

plan with Detective Whiteley so we could get ruling ahead of

time because dont want to just launch into it but it seems

textbook to me that am allowed to play thdt stdtemen

THE COURT It seemed clear to me that that was Ms

Weckerlys intent and asked Yer at the bencni is thdt your

intent The only thing would say is she has to you know

have covered the statements adeguately you trow giving her

an opportunity in her direct examination Lets iust say the

tesrimony vJas you know Tonya Rushinc tclc us we can only

use five syringes day or whatever Or Dr Desdi said we c0n

only use five syringes day

And then you know Ms Weckrly guestion on

direct was there limit to the number of syringes day

No theyre dont no Well do you remember

talking tellino Detective Whiteley about limit No

MS WECKERLI She --
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THE COURT dont remember Then she can

introduce substantively the statement We were limIted to five

syringes day Now know thats not the statement Im

using that obviously hypothetically So as long as Ms

Weckerly tried to listen to the testimony on direct and

failed and then ried get her to dgree that she told

Detective Wtiteloy on direct and she wouldnt say she said

oont remember didnt 00 it was coerced Whatever

Then the stdtemen comes in

MS WECKERLI Welt ard when tried to go through

it line by line the de ense objected and thats why we went

we went up tr the Lench And so then asked her Did you

remember anything this interview and she said no And so

they objected to the line by lire examination and dont

think snould be precluded now because on their objection

which the Court asked me well are you going to bring in the

detective anyway mean obviously it was laying the

foundation for the

THE COURT Right

MS WECKERLI ncorsistent statement

THE COURT Yedh mean dont know that my intent

was to preclude you from doing that as opposed to saying

youre going to brinq in the detective so youre going to

youre going to bring this prove this up collaterally

MS WECKERLI Right
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THE COURT But

MS WEKERLY But too

THE COURT that was the point of my question

MR SANTACROCE What pages are you going to

MS WEKERLY 22 on

MR SANTACROCE To the end

MR WRIGHT Can we object

THE COURT Sure you can obiec

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT mean shes

MR WRIGHT The it isnt proper if you have to go

Through queston by question They have to establIsh which

they asked and tten they can ask Detective Whiteley Where

the ones remember because there were very fez of them and

it so happens did the same thing gith her grand jury

testimony She would not recall it

She did not she testified would ask her

grand jury statement July 2008

Do you recall testifying that your procedure and

method of practice at ECSN was the same way she had practiced

before she came to Las Vegas

No dont remember telling the grand jury that

Is that the truth would ask her

And she vould say Yes that is the truth

And and went through seven different questions
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that way And if she had denied any of them would then

offer to the prior inconsistent sttement But it made no

difference to me when she admitted what

THE COURT Right

MR WRIGhT what you say told the grand jury is

true

THE COURT Right

MR WRIGHT Now

THE COURT As long as they 0dmit its true then

the you dont cet to impeach them as long as on direct or

cross or whatever they say that the that that statement is

true

MR WRIGHT Correct

THE COURT Thats what mean If they you know

adopt the statement or avow the statement or accept the

statement however you want to say it then theres nothing to

impeach If they dont if they keep saying dont

remember No didnt do It He made me do it He made me

say it and refuse to adopt the stQtement or accept the truth

or veracity of the statement then we have situation where

they get to impeach them mean think its pretty

pretty basic

MR WRIGHT Right

THE COURT Were all on the same page

MR WRIGHT Okay But
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THE COURT What were disputing here seems to be

whether or not Ms Weckerly covered all the statements that

she wants to now introduce

MR WRIGHT Correct becduse she warts to just play

the interview

THE COURT Well she doesnt get to play the whole

interview She gets to ask Detective vThitele 0hut the

first of all she said it was coercive So Ms Weckerly

certainly can cover with Detective Whiteley wiether or not it

was coercive

MR WRIGHT He she

THE COURT She can play the first part to show tos

not coercing her What

MR WRIGHT She didnt

THE COURT You dont act like todcler

MR WRIGHT she didnt say it was coercive She

never asked

THE COURT Yes she did

MR WRIGHT she asked she brought It up You

cant do this Shes the one wto brought up and dskod the

witness on redirect are you saying you were coerced And she

didnt say Yes was coerced Hubbard did rot testify that

she was coerced

MS WECKERLY think she said she was pressured on
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MR WRIG-T Well now the words are changing

wan it played back because The never said she was coerced

She said felt like the answers was giving isnt what they

wanted to hear

THE COURT She dId say that

MR WRICET Then Weckerly s0id did they deprive you

your lawyer as there do they deprive you of bathrocm

breaks or this and that dnd she said no She didnt say

was coerced want playback of Hubbards testimony on each

of these if theyre qcing to be allowed to impeach her because

dont have their in my record of it

dspue the contradictions they want to impeach

her on with prior inconsistent stateirents If they want to

list them cc through it maybe Ill agree on some of them

but my problem vlas she told me Im going to play pages 22 to

33 or something of the interuiew nd there are things in

there that one wasnt even asked about

THE COURT All right agree with you Mr Wright

that doesnt open the door to them playing the entire

statement They certainly can ask about individual

statements They can certaInly ask Detective Whiteley ihat

was the atmosphere What was did you you know attempt to

put answers in her mouth you know to get that out Because

my the gist now you know Im not taking the same

notes that you folks are taking because Im not preparing
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cross examination Im listening for other things

And so dont remember exactly but the gist of her

Lestimony felt wcs that she felt some kind of pressure

hat she had to say certain thing in the interview and that

if she didnt say the right thing they kept at her trying to

get her to say vhat they wanted her to say That was he gist

of her testimony

Now whether the word coercive was used or no

used that dont recall but again the tone or the feeling

excuse me was left with was that she felt that she hd

to say certain things or she felt prompted or she felt the

police were expecting certain answers from her Thats the

rhat was the gist felt of it

So Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE Yeah want to join in the

objection also want to object to it because theres

its loaded lth hearsay For example on paoe 24 she says

old Ron couldnt do it then he talked to Jeff and Jeff

said thus and such Sc mean the whole interview is full

of hearsay think we need to redact the hearsay

MR STAUDAHER Well heres the way were going to

do it Theyre not going to play the interview They car ask

detective because theres apparently too many things in

there that cant come out Were not going to take break at

1015 to redact the interview They can play the little part
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to show the tone of the interview that its not you know

hes not yelling and if they want to do that And then

beyond that they can ask him the questions

Because you know to me she disavowed knowledge of

you know mean she didnt remember anything from the

interview Ms Weckerly you know struggled through each

thing and she didrt remember And then like said you

know dont remember her exact words and dont know how

difficult it would be for Janie to find it Wed probably

haue to get someone right Janie from JAVS to come up

ano help us and blah biah blah

But my recollection that you know she pretty

much said well whatever saio you know Detective Whiteley

and the others in the room dont remember who it was you

know kind of kind of are makino her say these things and

they keep prompting her unti they get the answer that they

want

Thats the thats the recollection had of her

testimony

Ms Weckerly does mean dont know

MS WECKERLY She

THE COURT if that comports with the States

recollection but

MS WECKERLY she disavowed the entire interview

THE COURT Right
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MS WECKERLY And the re0son why started going

line by line and they objected to that saying ynu cant go

through line by line And so it doesnt matter anywuy Once

you reject like dont remember any of the interview it

all comes in substantively

THE COURT Right mean

MS WECKERLI because its the some

THE COURT she doesnt

MS WECKERLY treatment

THE COURT remember it

MS WECKERLY But if could just have minute

Ill highlight for the detective so it goes guicker on That

Im

THE COURT Right

MS WECKERLY going to be askino cim

THE COURT mean do you agree witY Mr Sanacroce

uha there are some statements in there that are hersdy

sta ements such as what Jeff Krueoer may have said that

shouldnt come in substantively

MS WECKERLY Theyre mean they shouldnt come

in substantively think the Court could issue curative

instruction on hearing the recording but if youre nor going

to do that just want to highlight the parts that

THE COURT Thats fine

MS WECKERLY where its Lakeman or Desai talking
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THE COURT and

THE WITNESS wunt even ukciy wont go

there

THE COURT No was just going to say this

youre not the first witness in this trial that Ive told this

to but you dont get

THE WITNESS Its okay

THE COURT you dont get to ask questions

THE WITNESS Okay My purpose is looking at the

10 not only that information hut the epidemiological stuff

11 BY MR SANTACROCE

12 No didnt ask you question

13 Yes of course you didnt

14 THE COURT And Mr know this is your first

15 time testifying Mr Staudaher has an opportunity after Mr

16 Santacroce is done to come back on redirect examination And

17 at that point he can you know if he thinks you need to

18 clarify something expound on an answer youve given to either

19 Mr Wright or Mr Santacroce Mx Staudaher will you now

20 THE WITNESS Okay

21 THE COURT sk you to do that at that time

22 THE WITNESS Thank you

23 BY MR SANTACROCE

24 Now when Or Fischer and Langley testified

25 after reviewing all of the evidence thats been well Im
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not going to say she reviewed all of the evidence but she

tviwbo Exhibit 156 And dftr reviewing this uIldrt her

conclusion was that in order for their theory that the

infection was transmitted through unsafe injection practices

that te propofol bottle the infected one had to be moved

from room to room to room Now what Im going to show you

do you know what this chart represents

Yes think so

Okay Well tell me wbot your understanding

10 of this cha-t is

11 The lne listing of the patient procedures for

12 that oay

13 OKay Do you know what the orange color is

14 Theres key at the top of the page

15 didnt notice that before

16 legend

17 Thank you

18 Yeah weil its usually helpful when reading

19 chart

20 It is Okay What is it

21 Theyre known hepatitis they were known to

22 be idnected with hepatitis virus before they were patient

23 in this procedure

24 Okay So and you testified earlier you

25 didnt know how many rooms procedure rooms were at the
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clinic at the time you reached your conclusion Ill

represent to you there wtre two Okay So the orange colored

guy is the source patient correct

He is known to be HI he is known to be HCD

positive

O.cay

pror to his hes potential source

patient yes

Ocay And he is in Room Okay

10 Uh huh

11 Arid then we go down to Room its divided by

12 this line here dnd we some more infected patients Okay

13 Are you with me so ar
14 Uh tich

15 Now what want to ask you is and well

16 have to go by he color of the lines here because this machine

17 isnt big enough to get all in But can you tell me

18 according to the nurses log what time the procedure started

19 for the guy in orange

20 Well didnt generate this chart and the

21 times are in my understanding is Iraccurate If could

22 read it would tell you But so know the times overlap

23 anc they couldnt possibly be accurate because all of those

24 times together make up more than 24 hours

25 Okay Can you just
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Thats the only thing

tell rue

can answer

the answer to the question asked you

Whct time according to the narses log did the guy in orange

start the procedure Can you see it

can can see tfe scteen just

THE COURT Can you read Is it big enough for

you to read

10 THE WITNESS Its big enough for me to read

11 have not focused on this chart because it wasnt

12 THE COURT have question Was this chart given

13 to you ahead of time for you to look at

14 THE WITNESS few weeks aco

15 THE COURT few weeks ago

16 THE WITNESS Yes it was

17 THE COURT Okay

18 THE WITNESS It was given to me in early May

19 THE COURT Okay

20 THE WITNESS But really dcint look at it because

21 my expertise was really bdsed on what hao this is just

22 revisiting it in visual form

23 THE COURT In different format

24 THE WITNESS Thats right

25 THE COURT Okay
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

THE WITNESS And it was already based on the

epidemiuluyicdl utudies that hdve bueii dune Nuw thu issus

is lets see the earliest time seems to be

BY MR SANTACROCE

The nurses log

nurse

what time

949

does that say

Is that what youre talking about

And what time did the procedure end

1000

And drop down to Ms Hutchinson What time

did her procedure start

Is that 955

And what time did it end

1004

So at least according to the nurses ioq the

source patient was undergoing procedure in different time

in different room at the same time an infected patient was

infected in different roar by different CRNA

If according to that yes

Okay Now want to talk about the

preoperative procedures that you reviewed in coming to your

conclusion What was the preoperative procedures at the
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clinic regarding the starting of heplocks

They usually we stcrtd by nuises in the

pre op room before the patient went to the patient bay for

movement into the procedure room

And were that

and

Im sorry If you werent done apologize

And my understanding from the report the

report stated that after they inserted the heplock the

10 nurses these are not the CRNAs but the nurses who usually

11 put in the heplocks would flush the heplock to make sure it

12 was clear with saline from multi dose vial

13 Okay And were you aware you obviously

14 were aware because you said it was multi dose vial correct

15 Yes

16 So you were aware that they were reusing that

17 saline on multiple patients

18 Yes

19 Which is practice youve already testified

20 toisanono

21 We yes that is correct However not in

22 that vacuum

23 Okay

24 Youre doing it

25 Whats the
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inavacuum
vanuur

The vacuum is they didnt reuse their needles

or syringes They only did one flush

How do you know that

They said so and they were observed to do so

And unless you dont believe thats accurate

Was Lynette Campbell observed

dont know the names of anyone

10 Well lets show you Exhibit 166 This is the

11 chdrt this is the Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

12 hepatitIs transmission September 21 2007 These are the

13 this is the source patient infected patients in Room

14 and infected patients in Room Ann this is the person that

15 started the heplock on source patient and Mr Meana

16 Orellana Martin and Huynh She also started the heplacics on

17 Aspinwa and Crueskin She shared the pre opinion room on

18 that day with Nurse Jeff Krueger who testified that they used

19 multi dose vials of saline in the same room Okay

20 Uhhuh

21 Were you aware of this information when ycu

22 reached your conclusion

23 Yes was aware they were using multi dose

24 vials of saline which is not the

25 Are you aware of any studies that link
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contaminated saline to hepatitis outbreaks

Yts

Can you tell me about those

In one case the individual responsible for

administering the saline would draw blood for collection for

labortcry testing from the from the persons IV or

heplcck and then using the same syringe maybe change the

needle cant remember would go into 500 cc in this case

it was large bag of saline and withdraw saline to flush the

10 plock and ther went on So the bag of saline was

11 contaminated by the blood in the syringe from use on that

12 persons heplock So thats one instance

13 Andyou

14 Theres another one Id have to think

15 You already testified that you dont need to

16 actually see the blood for it to be contaminated correct

17 Thats correct

18 Are you are you familiar with the CDCs

19 report of hepatitis and outbreaks in 2008

20 Have seen this particular chart

21 No said are you aware of the outbreaks that

22 they

23 Yeah Yes

24 Lets look at the bottom one here

25 Okay
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Are you aware of this study in North Camolina

ur this outbiuak iii Nuth Caiulina

Im aware that it occurred

1200 people notified people contaminated

and what the CDC decldred or determined was the mechanism of

transmission was reuse of syringes which contaminated 30 cc

saline vials whoops saline vials for IV catheter

flushes

Uhhuh

10 Are you wdte of that study

11 Its occurred on other occasions

12 So contaminated saline is certainly possible

13 mechanism for transmission

14 It certdnly is Any vial containing how

15 did they infusate Is that the word that was used in the

16 report infusate

17 Ill h0ve

18 know its

19 to oefer to

20 funny word

21 Mr riqht

22 But its liquid

23 because he uses

24 Liquid in

25 those big words oont
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vial Liquid in vial That becomes

uuntcrainated car 5titvt as suurc fui tra isnission It

doesnt have to be propofol It can be anything

Anything

Thats right Thats why you have to do

very good epidemiological investioation And the problem is

that when you only if you only hdve one or two infections

determining how that might have occurreo can be very difficult

to link specific source because yuu dont have the numbers

10 to analyze So you have to look at all the possible ways

11 And the issue here is the protection of public health arid not

12 your trial

13 Thank you

14 Youre welcome

15 When Mr Wright askeo you about the two

16 infection dates and dont they stand one and dont know

17 what his exact question dont remember the exact

18 question but do you remember that inc of questionino where

19 he talked about July 2Rth being separate and how do you link

20 the two dates or somethinq of that nature Do you remember

21 that testimony

22 Thats not quite how remember it but do

23 remember the general area of guestionino

24 Okay

25 Like there were 362 other days
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Okay So believe you testified that because

thti clinic was using unsafe prdctis Un tdn 21st uf

September 2007 it can be inferred that that was the

mechanism of transmission for July 25th Is that accurate

Yes

Final we agree Then you said something

and wrote down in quotes you cant prove it What dio yoi

mean by that

cant show you that the virus wcis in the

10 vial and transmitted to the infected patient newly infected

11 patient because you only have the source and the paient the

12 one infected patient However weve seen that on multiple

13 occdsions And

14 Im done with that Lets move on Lets

15 talc anout the effect that hepatitis has on on tYe liver

16 itself okay And didnt get an answer to this question

17 Mr Wright asked you talked to you about Mr Perrillo

18 dort think he was medical doctor but think he wds

19 neuropsychologist Ann then he did 19 cases and said that

20 there was hepatitis caused dementIa in in people And

21 think Mr Wright asked you do you agree with that theory and

22 oidnt actually get an answer to that Can you tell me if

23 dementia is caused

24 Well dont agree with it based on the

25 information that was provided to me and Im unaware of any
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other literature you know looking evaluating that

relationship

So its your opinion that hep doesnt

cause

have no data to show know of no data to

show that hepatitis causes dementa

Does hep cause cirrhosis of the liver

It can hut it can

And believe you testified as to the range of

10 time the onset of cirrhosis can occur right think you

11 said tne average was 20 years

12 Yes

13 And believe you made probably the most

14 profound statement of the day Bad cata in bad data out Is

15 that accurate

16 That very accurate

17 Thats all have maam Thank you

18 THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher redirect

19 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 Based on your review of everything does it

22 look like bad data in

23 No

24 Based on ll of those questions that were

25 provided to you the reports youve looked at have you
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changed your opinion at all

No

Now want to show you the article that

counsel referenced and this is the one that you talked about

the New England Journal of Medicine article And this is back

in 97 correct

Yes

So 20 years ago

Yes

10 Okay Go ahead and look at that section that

11 you were talking about And this is if understood you

12 correctly sample size of two patients

13 And one source

14 And one source

15 Uh huh The possibility that HcV was

16 transmitted because of inadequate procedures and the use of

17 anesthesia should also be considered To be fair they go on

18 to say we believe this route of transmission is less likely

19 Because the intravenous tubing and all the syringes containing

20 the anesthetic drugs were changed after the first procedure

21 But they did not they dont refer to the vial of

22 medicat on only the tubing and the syringe and needles which

23 in most all of the outbreaks that were investigated all of

24 them well not all of the outbreaks Some were reused

25 between patients But in most instances the needle and
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syringes are discarded but the contamination of the vial has

dlreddy uccuntid

But then they go on to say however inadequate

procedures were followed during inadequate procedures were

followed during the other two procedures Only the

intravenous tubing and the needles were changed between the

enooscopies of Patients and They so they go on for an

entire paragraph about the potentia of unsafe injection

prcctices as as potential reason for this to have

10 occurred even though they focus and feel its less liKely

11 hese authors they focus on the scope as the mechanism

12 poorly disinfected scope

13 Now

14 But if you read the discussion to me they

15 were unable to evaluate either of them Both of them were

16 mio They had problems There were deficiencies in both

17 procedures the intravenous administration of anesthetic and

18 the high level disinfection of the scopes

19 Now with regard to the article that Mr

20 Wrioht asked you about and that was the injection practices

21 amono inicians in the United States that one

22 Yes

23 MR STAUIDAHER And Im going to move for admission

24 of this document based on doctrine of completeness at this

25 point Sections whole sections were read out of the
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document

MR WRIGHT Objecticm

THE COURT Thats the document is not admitted

You certainly Mr Staudaher are free to ask questions from

that document as the defense did

BY MR STAUDAHER

The sample size in this was much larger than

that other study correct

Well ths isnt an outbreak This is

10 survey

11 Oh

12 3icTht get the number isnt it Its

13 survey of practices

14 Well let me bring it up to you

15 Sorty Itm sorry

16 Its okay

17 Maybe misunderstood

18 wamt to make sure

19 wat you were ta king about

20 Its tYe first time Ive seen it too

21 Oh yeah Its survey and there are

22 several of them that have been done now one by CMS Those

23 are the you know its the old CMS Center for Medicare

24 and Med caid

25 Services
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Yeah services What did it used to be

called cant remember So this was suxvey of oh

they had 8000 respondents Thats pretty good actually

fairly high response rate Thats what wasnt sure of And

they asked them you know the questions about how they

about their injection practices

Now specifically on the otner side here where

it breaks down who responded do you see that

Uhhuh Yes

10 How many CRNA5 responded cut of all those

11 8000

12 49

13 Okay So there wLere the sample size of

14 CPNAs out of this was it says percent

15 Uh huh

16 rouohly

17 Yes

18 Im not sure how they they quite get that

19 when its only an 8000 sample size

20 Becanse not 8000 peop responded

21 Oh okay

22 The survey they of well no It says

23 8000 respondents Oh they had to fave answered yes to the

24 first item in the survey in order to be considered for the

25 rest of the survey
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Okay bt was the first item

The first item knew you were gum9 to

that was coming next Okay Actually they dont know how

many people dont know the denominator So they dont

know the number It was published on the web and individu0Js

were professionals were asked to respond to the survey It

was anonymous arid so they dont know how many It war the

combined membership of ten collaborating organizations and

they had total of 8000 responses All respondenar were

10 asked three general questions In your current practice do

11 you prepare or administer parenteral medications injectable

12 medications You had to answer yes to that in oder to then

13 be analyzed for the other

14 So if understand correctly at least from

15 that large

16 Thats right

17 8000 we drop it down almost in half just

18 by that answer to that question is that corre-t

19 guess thats what

20 Is it 49 out of

21 Im surprised they dont have the in the

22 title

23 If 49 nurse anesthetists responded and thats

24 percent that means the total of respondents that actually

25 fall in this category would be 4900 would it not
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Oh dont you just love scientific articles

They have very long footnotes Tutal frequencies vary Some

respondents did not answer all questions etcetera etcetera

etcetera So the actual number the total number who answered

the question like the 49 out of the number of people who

answered the question and were considered eligible and

answered the nuestion

And the section where Mr Wright asked you

under this under under the title for this heading in

10 this

11 Uh huh

12 MR STAUOARER And this is for counsel page 791

13 BY MR STAUDABER

14 Question basically did you enter single

15 vial more than once for the same patient And theyre talking

16 about how many respondents reported that that had been done

17 In this case lu was total of 30.2 percent of 1599

18 respondents When asked why they din that thei gave some

19 exanples in italcs as to why they did that Can you see

20 that

21 Yes

22 Okay

23 Uh huh

24 And was the what was the what was the

25 reason why they responded to even just doing that
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Cost using multiple dose vials supplied by

the healthcae entity to use up what was iii there as lung as

the vial was only kept for oertain period of time My

understanding about heparin is it is multi dose It has

bacteriostatic agent in it

Now with regard to the heading which was

entitled use of multi dose vial for more than one patient the

very last comment on that section what did it say one of the

respondents as an example

10 use new syringe for each entry and we date

11 the vials after opening

12 Now does that sound like practice that

13 would be mean know that it may not be optimal

14 That would be the practice That would be the

15 appropriate practice

16 Okay So somebody who answered to that in

17 that category that was even guoten response by one of the

18 people is that correct in this article

19 Thats what theyre trying thats the

20 example of one of the responses

21 Where it says practice is not considered

22 appropriate consistent with current cuidelines one of the

23 the heading there on the same page is use of single dose vial

24 for more than one patient Do you see the reasoning why on

25 that particular one was used by some of the respondents
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As cost saving measure

Okay Su twu Co5ts invulvud thert Ltts sut

if there was any others that could see Okay So it

varies at least the information that was provided correct

mean by these different respondents who they responded to

which questions and the like

Yes

MR STAUDAHER Courts indulgence Your Honor

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 Since that that article written 20 years

11 ago with subset sample population in the sample or

12 in the study of two people 20 years are you aware of

13 single article thats connected scopes to infection

14 No

15 MR STAUDAHER Pass the witness Your Honor

16 THE COURT All right Recross Mr Wright

17 MR WRIGHT Nothing

18 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

19 RECROSS EXAMINATION

20 BY MR SANTACROCE

21 In the New England Journal of Medicine article

22 that we were referring to are you aware of study that was

23 done as to the degree of adherence to guidelines for cleaning

24 and disnfection of gastrointestinal endoscopes

25 Can see what youre referring to
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Absolutely

ThdJlk yuu Wtll it was ptrforr in 1988

and cant say Im surprised dont know what the

percentdge was but theres been lot of progress made Im

not s0ynq tha people do it right all the time and its

ideal and Im not suggesting its perfect But havent

seen cn excrnple an instance of transmission that coulo be

attributed epidemiologically or otherwise to reprocessed

scopes

10 According to this survey 30 to 100 percent

11 were inadequately using disinfectant procedures to clean

12 gastrointestinal equipment 30 to 100 percent were not

13 follcwino uuidelines

14 Do you know where the survey was done

15 Well theres footnote

16 no theres reference

17 Would you like to see the reference now

18 saw the reference but still dont know

19 where the survey was performed in wf at countries

20 Well cn show you Do you want to see the

21 reference

22 Certainly Again that survey was done in

23 1988 years prior to the publication of these of this

24 Then why did you prnt it out and bring it to

25 court
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Excuse me

Why did yuu piint this uut and bring it to

provide it

Isaidthe

MR STAUDAHER Obection S11e didnt bring it to

Court Your Honor Mr Santacroce did

THE COURT Well he changed his phrasing provide

it

BY MR SANTACROCE

10 If it was so old outdated had no relevance

11 to transmission of disease why did you download it three days

12 ago provide it to the dstllct attorney who then in tarn

13 provided it to us

14 My corrnient about it being interpreted as being

15 out of date was the 1988 survey of disinfection procedures

16 not this particular episode that was published in 1999

17 So the conclusion about the cleaning methods

18 of the endoscopic equIpment is still relevant

19 Its relevant to the fact that they that

20 they found deficiencies yes But does not show they

21 found other deficiencIes that in my that they could not

22 distinguish one from the other as causing infection

23 After they

24 Or contributing to the transmission of

25 infection
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After they cite those statistics the 30 to

100 perceiit tlidy say fdilute tu fulluw thu iuuranundud

procedures can have an important role in the endoscopic

transmission of microorganisms

Thats very true all microorganisms This is

true

MR SANTACROCE Nothing further Thank you

THE COURT Mr Staudaher

MR STAUDAHER No redirect Your Honor

10 THE COURT Counsel approach

11 Offrecord bench conference

12 THE COURT Maam have couple of juror

13 questions up here

14 THE WITNESS Okay

15 THE COURT The juror woulu iKe to know would best

16 prtctice be to use 20 cc syringes with 20 cc vials so that the

17 entire contents of the vl are pulled up all at once

18 THE WITNESS Only if that syinoe was used on

19 single patient Otherwise it would have the same there

20 wouldnt be any difference in your abi1ity to contaminate

21 vial by using the syringe

22 THE COURT Okay Another juror would like to Know

23 if in this case the injection practices were bad and the

24 cleaning of the scopes was equally bad would that lesser your

25 belief that the cause was the injection prdctices only
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THE WITNESS No And the reason is because the

analysis uf as un uf tht the piderniolugical study

compares the frequency of exposures like thiough the scope or

procedure or an injection in those who got infected or even

staff member for example those who got infected conared

with those who didnt And for these procedures what type of

procedore when they occurred whether or not they hao

biopsies were all were not different between this is

this is how you look at it this is how you study it Were

10 not different between those who became infected and those who

11 did not And if you have selected your patient population to

12 be representative of those at risk which they did every one

13 they could possibly get to get tested and they had fairly

14 good they had high percentage of the patients tested on

15 the days in question then that is what speaks to be most

16 strongly

17 Also knowing that their practices were so

18 their injection practices were so deficient faulty and is

19 is also very telling that they contnue to do those even in

20 front of the CDC investigctors So youve got two different

21 you know youve got multiple ways in which people could

22 have been infected But the epidemiological analysis dio not

23 show that there were no differences between infected patients

24 and uninfeoted patients in those who in the type of

25 prooedore they had And that when good study is done is
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the conclusion that theyre not associated Thats how we

make that conclusion Thats how you decide thug is

effective or not effective

THE COURT Mr

THE WITNESS for example

THE COURT Im sorry

Mr Wright any follow up

MR WRIGHT Yes

RECROSS EXAMINATION

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 Its very you said its very telling that

12 like Mr Mathahs

13 THE COURT Keep your voice up

14 BY MR WRIGHT

15 Very telling think you said its very

16 telling they continued to do this even right in front of the

17 inspector right

18 Yes

19 Okay Like like Mr Mathahs knows the

20 inspector is there watch7ng what he is doing he knows the

21 purpose of the inspection and he goes ahead and performs

22 does his thing in manner which is not st practices
23 correct

24 Correct

25 And the person who was actually there and
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observed him interviewed him right at the moment and stated

rhat she believeo he was sincere iii that he did riot at ideistarid

the risks of the procedure So why is that telling All that

shows is that he didnt understand that he couldnt do what he

was doing when he sat there and proudly put on new needle

Im not know Im not allowed to ask

question and Im not really asking question its

Go ahead and try one

rhetorical If you break the law like

10 driving while intoxicated or going over the speed limit and

11 you say oh didnt know wasnt supposed to do that isnt

12 there some kind of

13 No You can ask the question We dont have

14 strict iability

15 ignorance is no excuse

16 No we have this is criminal case as you

17 pointed out This isnt

18 Im using science

19 Right

20 Okay

21 understand that

22 Right So then

23 But here in order to commit an offense it

24 must be

25 MR STAUDAHER Objection Calls for legal
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concluson

THE WITNESS Im nut

MR STAUDAHER Thats what were doing now so

THE WITNESS Im not going there Its so routine

whether or not this person this person should know number

one

MR WRIGHT

Just reinute youre going to bait me into

respcndng

10 Cops

11 Youre not the only one who gets to preach

12 Sorry

13 THE COURT Is what youre saying its telling

14 because ts you know that suggests to you that its

15 prcctice at least with respect to that person Mr Mathahs

16 that he routinely engaced in is that what you mean

17 THE WITNESS Yes

18 THE COURT So he

19 THE WITNESS Thats what mean

20 THE COURT wouldnt think oh theyre here Im

21 doing something wrong and dangerous better not do it

22 THE WITNESS Right And in fact there is

23 THE COURT Okay Is that what you meant

24 THE WITNESS Thats what meant

25 THE COURT Mr Wright
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BY MR WRIGHT

But notmally if someone like knows theyre

doing something wrong and the highway patrolman is sitting

there they dont do it correct

dont know

You dort

dont know

Ifyousee

Do they step

10 the hlghwdy patrolman

11 on their brakes and hope the radar gun

12 didnt get them dont know what people do

13 Okay

14 actually cant

15 Well wouldnt

16 attest to that but

17 you presume aS ar investigator who looks

18 at these things that normally when person being watched

19 observed and knows it is an investloation to see how

20 hepatitis may have transmitted

21 Did you know theres scientific

22 that

23 term for that

24 that

25 Sorry
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that he is going to if te knows something

he is doing is wrong he is going to change his behavior

Is some instances youre correct

Okay

But

Andinthe

notall

in the study

MR STAUDAHER Objection If he could least

10 she could at least be allowed to finish her answer

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 Okay Finish your answer

13 Youre so youre so right in some ways that

14 they have name for it Its called the Hawthorne Effect

15 Okay

16 Its the very act of observing someone

17 chdnges their behavior because they know theyre beino

18 observed A-tually people who routinely perform procedure

19 tend to routinely do it even when observed It can be an

20 issue in some research but in my in muchi of in my

21 experience in healthcare related outbreaks the piocedures

22 are not changed when the investigators cone in to investigate

23 In the studies Ive read there was some type

24 of it says in there bear in mind we werent there six

25 months ago and all we are doing is observing people right now
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who know they are watching us so there was an obvious bias

There is sum wurd ur

Well there could be limitation One of tre

usually what the article says sorry interrupted

apologize

Youre good at that

know am not good dt this apologize

Should wait Finish please

What is that is bias that takes place

10 because if person normally knows they are doing something

11 wrong they dont do it in front of the constable correct

12 No

13 They do it

14 They can still they will still do it in

15 some instances cannot tell you how often someone might

16 change their behavior in this situation In science its very

17 important to point out what limitations might exist in your

18 study no matter how fabulous you think it might be or how

19 flawed you want to point out what the limitations could be

20 and thats limitation on any study that particularly one

21 that occurs well after the event

22 Okay But take it you would put great

23 deal of credence in the testimony ann observation of Dr

24 Fischer who actually interviewed Mr Mathahs

25 You mean that he
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and and gave her opinion about whether

be wds genuinely surprised and had btlivbe be was engaging in

safe practices

She may she Im not saying disbelieve

her Its just not relevant to me or to my conclusions from

this the cause of this

Its not relevant

No

whether well see

10 To you it might

11 in criminal case see were in

12 criminal case

13 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor This is not

14 an instruction on law

15 THE COURT Okay So is what youre saying its not

16 relevant to you from ar epidemiologcal

17 MR STAUDAHER From the source of the cause of the

18 outbreak

19 THE COURT Because youre not concerned with

20 liability civil or other criminal or otherwise is that

21 correct

22 THE WITNESS Yes not in hardhearted sense

23 but
24 THE COURT Okay

25 THE WITNESS from scientific point of view
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THE COURT Youre just concerned scientifically

with usiderstandirig

THE WITNESS Thats what Ive been asked to do

THE COURT the the genesis if you will of

the infection and determining how to prevent future infection

is that fair

THE WITNESS Thats right Thats right

THE COURT Not with respect to placing blame or

anything like that in terms of civilly or criminally is that

10 fair

11 THE WITNESS Yes

12 THE COURT Okay

13 MR WRIGHT The end

14 THE COURT thought that was preface for

15 qnestion

16 MR WRIGHT No

17 THE COURT Mr Santacroce do you have any follow

18 up

10 MR SANTACROCE Just couple

20 FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MR SANTACROCE

When the juror asked you if the injection

23 practices were bad and cleaning practices were equally as bad

24 would it change your opinion you said no What need to ask

you is you read the MMWR report from the CDC regarding this
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case

Ytis

They use words in that report like the likely

transmIssion possible likely words like that Okay Why

do scientists use words like likely and probable and possible

Because we cannot directly show that that

event ccused that infection We can do thats why

MR SANTACROCE Thats all have Thank you

THE COURT Mr Staudaher

10 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further Your Honor

11 THE COURT Any additional juror questions for this

12 witness

13 All rioht Macm see no additional questions

14 Thank ycu for your testimony

15 THE WITNESS Thank you

16 THE COURT You are excused at this time

17 And the State nuy call its next witness

18 MR STAUDAHER State calls Dr Lewis Your Honor

19 THE COURT Im sorry

20 MR SIAUDAHER Dr Lewis

21 THE COURT All right Dr Lewis

22 Is everybody okay without break

23 Dotor just right up here please by me No this

24 one And its just riaht up those couple of stairs and then

25 just remain standing facing that lady right there and shell
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administer the oath to you

DANIEL LEWIS STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And

please state and spell your name

THE WITNESS Daniel Lewis

THE COURT All right Thank you

Mr Staudaher

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 Doctor what do you no for living

11 Im an internist

12 And how long have you old that position or

13 done that work

14 Since 2001

15 Where old you go to school

16 University of Nevada Medical School

17 Did you do fellowship or training after your

18 medical degree

19 did my residency through the University of

20 Nevada

21 So all your all your tr0ining has been here

22 locally

23 Up in Reno Nevada

24 want to ask you about specific patient

25 mean you know why youre here exactly correct
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Yes

Con yuu tull us if yuu wrs invulvsd with

patient by the name of Carole Crueskin at some point

Yes

What relation did you have with her

was her primary care providet

Now as far as thats concerneo medn go

hacK in time When was the first time that you came In

contact with her as patient provider sort of situation

10 February 2007

11 What was the reason for her coming -o see you

12 at that time

13 The first visit was to establish care but she

14 was also complaining of kind of bronchitis symotoms

15 Was was she establishing care in the sense

16 that you were going to be her primary doctor

17 Correct

18 So after that happens mean hen she comes

19 to you for that particular problem on you do the whole sort

20 of first evaluation physical and lab work and the like

21 Sometimes yes On the first that on

22 that visit no because she was sick and we just addressed the

23 iranediate problem of her being having bronchitis

24 Did she return to you at later time

25 She did
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Have you seen her multiple times

Yes

Now during the times that you saw her were

one of those at least an evaluative type of physical with lab

work and the like

Yes in July of 2007

When you did that in July of 2007 was there

any indication that she had any kind of liver problem or

liver condition based on her labs anc your assessment of her

10 No

11 Did she exhibit any symptoms of cognitive

12 impairment dementia anything like that at those times

13 No

14 Moving forward did you continue to see her

15 for other problems during the time

16 Yes did

17 At some point down the road did you refer her

18 for colonoscopy

19 Yes did

20 What was the reason you did that

21 She hao blood in her stool In her on the

22 physical exam or on the her annual physical she had

23 microscopic blood on the stool test that we did on that test

24 Dkay So what that was the reason to send

25 her
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Yes

Nuw whdt kind uf ptocedcte Ut pructdurts

did you send her for

really sent her to be evaluated by the

gastroenterologist for what could be causing the source of

bleeding from the stool test

And where did you send her

The referral went throuch Southwest Medical

Gastroenterology Department and then think they then sent

10 her to Gastroenterologys Dr Desais GI practice

11 So she eventually encs up at Dr Desais

12 practice

13 Yes

14 Does she undergo procedures there

15 Yes

16 Now want to back up from that point When

17 did that all happen

18 She thought she had colcnoscopy on September

19 21 2007

20 So prior to September 21st think you said

21 the first time you came in contact with her was in February

22 Correct

23 So you had seen her how many times between

24 February and September of that year

25 saw her once in Februdry twice in July of
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2007

Su tutal uf three times

At that point yes

Now during any of those times any indication

ht se came in with with jaundice or any kind of overt

liver function problem

No

Any of the lab work you had done during any of

those tmes came back with any problem related to her having

10 hepatitis anything like that

11 No

12 Now from cognitive impairment youve seen

her few times any indications in the records you had or

14 your direct observations that she had any kind of mental

li condition or problem

16 No

17 And when say that Im talking about

18 something like dementia you know Alzheimers anything like

19 that

20 No she did not

21 Now when she goes to the clinic tell us what

22 happens after that from your perspective

23 at that point she saw me in NovemIr of

24 2007 She presented with jaundice Her skin was yellow and

25 she had no pain abdomInal pain We did stat labs that day
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which then we got the results of the following day

Arid what did thty show

They showed her liver enzymes were extremely

high The cutoff is the lab values are usually around 30

or 40 Hers were in the 3000 to 4000 range

So this is in November Roughly when in

November

The think the first part of November

So least at that time was that the first

10 time you rad seen her since she had her colonoscopy procedure

11 Yes

12 Did she have just colonoscopy or did she

13 have sonethino else also

14 As far as

15 Endoscopic procedures at the clinic

16 An upper CI as well

17 So she had both

18 She can both

19 en she gets actually to you on before the

20 November date and the window of time Im talking about

21 just want to make sure youre clear on this is after the

22 colonoscopy and upper endoscopy in September

23 Ub huh

24 to the November date when you see her at

25 the begnning of November
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Uh-huh

wt1t thtrt any calls tu yuu any further

visits any time that you interacted with her other than time

when she follows back up

Not that know of

When you see her at that time is she

noticeably jaundiced the point when you see her

Yes extremely

Once you get that information from her and you

10 order the lab work mean do you assess her in any other

11 way Do you try to look her

12 examined Yet

13 Were there any other problems that you noted

14 at that time

15 No

16 Was she haning an cognitive impairment at

17 that point

18 No

19 So lets move forwaro from the I\ovember date

20 You send her for the ab work assume you get this back

21 Uh huh

22 What happens next

23 irrmnediately sent her well called her

24 truly dont know if spoke to her or if one of our staff

25 members spoke to her and told her to go to the hospital
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Okay So does that happen

Yes

Do you follow up with her after that

Yes

Did you see her in the hospital

No did not

When was it that you saw her again after

after the hospitalization

week after she was discharged from the

10 hospital

11 When was that if you know

12 dont know the exact dates She was in the

13 hospita for approximately three days It was towards it

14 was in the month of November

15 Still

16 Yes

17 So all of this the jaundice to the

18 hospita ization to you seeing her afterward the month of

19 November

20 Right It spanned approximately three to ten

21 days

22 When you saw her in follow up after that had

23 her mental status changed at all

24 No

25 What do you with her or for her at that stage
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At that point it was still unclear what caused

her to have hepatitis and so we repeated some lab won that

had been done in the hospital which included hepatitis

panel

Did it come back

It caine back positive for the antibodies fo

hepatitis

Now at this point what dc you do

At this point told her that she needed to

10 follow up with the gastroenterologist that saw her in the

11 hospital

12 To your knowledge mean do you get

13 report back at some point Do you know if she did hat or

14 diont do that

15 did net report back that she did

16 So wher is the next time that you actually see

17 her

18 The next time saw her was in December and

19 she had seen she han seen the gastroenterologist who said

20 well in his reports said that he was unclear of what

21 how she had hepatitis

22 Arid who was this

23 Dr Weisz

24 Okay And

25 So was frustrated because the lab worK
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showed that she had hepatitis you know that her antibody

came back pocitive CL hepatitis And so told her that

she you know she probably has hepatitis and she needs to

follow back up with the gastroenterologist

Now did you do any kind of treatment of her

for her hepatitis

No thats out of the realm of internal

medicine

Do you know if she underwent any treatment

10 like interferon therapy Ribavirin anything like that

11 Not at that time Not at that initial visit

12 no

13 Okay So lets _ets move forward ats
14 and again at this point what month where are we talking

15 about

16 Were talking about December of 2007 now

17 probably in January of 2008

18 Any issue with cognitive impairment at that

19 time

20 No No

21 So still we dont have cn issue there

22 No

23 Move forward in time to the to the next

24 visit or the next time youve interacted with her

25 got well okay got call from the
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Health District statinq that she had hepatitis and that they

wr guing tu cuntact htr And at that puint dt that puint

we she caine back in At this point hepatitis outbreak

was you know on the news every day and she came hack in

extremely extremely upset distraught angry anxious to the

point where she just was having hard time functioning

So thats after she oets the news about her

condition and the news is

Right

10 in the media

11 So she had she had test in February

12 2008 which did confirm that she had the virus for hepatitis

13 and the genotype of that virus

14 Did you continue to see her after that

15 Yes

16 During the times that you see her in follow

17 up when was the next time if you can

18 March of 2008

19 So now were well in were into the next

20 yecr

21 Yeah pretty much saw her once month

22 throuqnout the entire year of 2008

23 Do you know if she did ever undergo any kind

24 of treatment therapy interferon specifically

25 She did eventually
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And when was that

November of 2008

So at least the anxiousness or at least the

condition you alked about when and lets talk about that

initi0J You say she comes back in after the results are

given to her The way that you described her just in court

moment cOOs is that what were talking about as far as

anxiousness or something else

She was extremely anxious and she was

10 extreme depressed arid she at that point in March one of

11 her complaints was that she was forgetting things that she

12 was foroetting her keys she was forgetting to do things meet

13 appointments certain things that type of stuff

14 Had she disclosed to you during any of the

15 evluatons you had done as her primary any kind of family

16 hstory of dementia Alzheimers anything like that

17 No she did not

18 Had you seen any signs or symptoms in

19 retrospect now that youre dealing with her later on of

20 those knds of signs or symptoms

21 saw signs of memory loss yes And what was

22 confusing about it is oepession can cause memory loss You

23 know you can become so depressed or so anxious that you

24 forget things So so at that point thats what felt was

25 going on felt that it was due to her overall emotional
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state that was causing her to forget things

Rlatd tu tht hepatitis infection

Related to having acquiring hepatitis

Okay So those symptoms dont occur until

after that that evert

Yes

Now movng forward you said you still saw

her every month

Uhhuh

10 Does does that connitive issue the

11 depression the things you mentioned does it change over

12 time

13 It it actually it it got worse In

14 March she was reluctant to go on any type of medication for

15 depression She refuseo to go see psychitrist or

16 psychologist It was in June that we were that pretty

17 much convinced her to try an anfi depressant We then

18 increased the dose of that anti depressant in August of 2008

19 Again there was lot of st ess in Spring of 2008 because at

20 that point we were trying to find another gastroenterologist

21 to treat her which was extremely dIfficult because all of the

22 sudden no gastroenterologists were taking patients you know

23 and so it became it just became an ongoing thing that

24 just wasnt moving forward as far as to get treatment

25 Did she eventually start interferon therapy at
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some pont

Sh did Sh started lnti fti an thanapy in

November of 2008

And how did she respond to that

She had some conlications from that The

interferon caused her to her white blood cell count to go

very lo and her red blood cells to co very lcw

Did you notice any difference in her cognitive

situation once she started the interferon terapy

10 She became more confused

11 Was it correlation between that mean

12 before versus after

13 dont know if it mean dont icnow if

14 it was related to the tretment Im not sure

15 But after she startec the interferon she got

16 worse

17 Yes

18 Would you classify that ds mildly worse

19 medium markedly

20 would say mildly worse

21 Now how far did you continue with her

22 Last time saw her was in January 2009

23 So at that time what was her situation

24 She was think they had stopped the

25 treatment and thats about thats all remember
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Do you know why the treatment was stopped

Btcaust uf tbe Lomplications uf her beLoiuing

so anemic from the treatment

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object as to

foundaton

MR STAUDAHER Well hes the youre the

physician you have the

THE COURT Thats overruled

BY MR STADDAHER

10 So it was because of complications what

11 It was because of complications of of her

12 unable to to handle or be treated by that medication

13 because it caused her to become anemic

14 And you mentioned red and white blood cell

15 counts

16 Right It required blood transfusions and

17 and she still wasnt able to tolerate it

18 MR STADDAHER Pass the witness Your Honor

19 THE COURT All right Ms Stanish

20 CROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MS STANISH

22 Good afternoon Dr Lewis

23 Hi there

24 Let me start with Ms Grueskins medical

25 history assume when you met with her first you collected
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her medical history

Yes

And is it the case that she was heavy

smoker smoking one to two packs day

Thats correct

Do you know for what duration she had done

that

dont know

Okay Do you recall that it was for over 20

10 years

11 Yes

12 And by the way how old was she when you first

13 visited with her

14 She was born in 1939 so 2007 would say

15 thats 69 68

16 How ci is she now since youre good at math

17 Lets see here 39

18 THE COURT Not to put you on the spot or anything

19 MS STPNISH No know hes going to get it right

20 THE WITNESS 74 or 72 No 74 Sorry

21 BY MS STANISH

22 See thats what thought All right And

23 did she also have issues with breast cancer

24 Yes sLe did

25 And did she receive radiation for that
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Yes she did

Wane did she also have to have an upLdtiu11

in connection with that

dont recall

All right Do you did sFe also suffer from

diabetes

No she did not

Okay Do you recall any other health issues

thcW se was dealing with when you first visited with her

10 No other than she was having back problems

11 And as far as her DI issues ultimately what

12 was determined to be her problem witf CI issues when you

13 referred her in 2007 for the colonoscopy

14 She han she had black positive stools on

15 her stool test

16 Meaninu what

17 Microscopic blood within the stool meaning

18 that there is possibly some sort of bleeding going on

19 internally

20 And as under as understand it you had

21 prior tc her going to the for the colonoscopy you had done

22 the the normal labs that you wou give to patient who is

23 getting their atmual or physical

24 Thats correct

25 And those blood tests they test for liver
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10

11 MR

12 fr counsel

13 MS

14 MR

15 THE

16 MS

17 MS

18 MR

19 BY MS STANISH

20

21

22

23

24

25

is that correctenzyme levels

Thats correct

assume you did not give any specific blood

tests relating to the hepatitis

No mid not Not at that time

And lets jump now when as understand it

she becume symptomatic in November of 2008 and you referred

her to the hospital

Uh huh

And the

STAUDAHER Your Honor to correct that just

2007 think was the year

STANISH Oh did say 08
STAUDAHER Yes

COURT Okay 2007

STANISH bet youre good proofreader

HECKERLY heaxd it Margaret

STAUDAHER Actually it was my co counsel

What year did November 2007 she becomes

symptomatic and you refer her to the hospital

Thats correct

And at some point you refer her to Dr Sood

Yes

And do you know when that was
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That was in 2008 March of 2008

Arid ycu knuw raci your dtpositiun so

understood that there was an issue with whether it was

yourself or Dr Sood trying to determine if she had autoimmune

hepatitis

Riqht

First whdt wds put that on timeline for

me relative to her becoming symptomatic in November of 2007

Uhhih

10 When were when were her providers

11 struggling with this ssue

12 Durino because Dr Sood was Dr Sood

13 ordered the test to determine hether or not she had anything

14 tbat would contraindicate being on rterferon therapy If she

15 had autoimmune hepatitis that which would then probably be

16 treated with steroids that would make the hepatitis worse

17 If the hepatitis she had or likewise But basically

18 the reason why is so sie they did blood test It was

19 positive for ANA Her ANA was positive which kind of could

20 point in that possible drection that she had autoirnmune

21 hepatitis

22 So trie next question is what the heck is

23 autoimmune hepatitis

24 From what know is its the like any type

25 of autoimmune disease its when your body produces antibodies
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that attack against itself Arid in this case your body

pruducs antibodi5 that ar attacking certain pruteins within

the liver causing inflanination of the liver

It sounded like you had expressed some

frustration that she wasnt getting the the treatment for

hepatits the drug regimen

dont recall exactly mean that was

three or four years ago But think general hink was

frustrated that all the hoops that we hmb to go throuch to get

10 her treated yes

11 And she wasnt she actually didnt get the

12 treatment until September 2008 almost year after the

13 colonoscopy

14 Thats probably correct

15 And can you explain well youre not the

16 one makng the decision Thats Dr Sood making the decision

17 Uh huh

18 Or or was Dr Soon working with some other

19 speciaLst that youre aware of

20 Not that Pm aware of

21 Okay So Dr Sood was the one who was dealing

22 with the hepatitis issue

23 Dr Sood is gastroenterologist specialist

24 Thats what he would yeah he would be the one that would

25 do any type of treatment for hepatitis
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And can you tell from your review of the

medical records why there was such long delay geting her

that treatment

think couple things One again there

was the question of autoirimune hepatitis and two was her

mental state at the time

THE COURT Ms Stanish

Im sorry Were you done with your answer

THE WITNESS Yeah Yes

10 THE COURT didnt mean have bad habit of

11 interrupting people

12 Ms Stanish were going to take quick break

13 MS STANISH Okay

14 THE COURT So am going to interrupt you

15 MS STANISH All right

16 THE COURT Ladies axid gentlemen during he quick

17 break youre reminded youre not to discuss the case or

18 anything relating to the case with each other or anyone else

19 Youre not to read watch or listen to any reports of or

20 commentaries on this case any person or subject matter

21 relating to the case or do any independent research Please

22 dont form or express an opinion on the trial

23 Notepads in your chairs ann follow the bailiff

24 throuqh the rear door

25 And Doctor during the break please dont discuss
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your testimony with anyone

THE WITNESS Nu prublerit

THE COURT All right Thanks And youre free to

sit there or if you want to take break you can exit through

the double doors

THE WITNESS Thanks lot

Court recesseh at 426 p.m until 434 p.m

In the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now back in

10 session

11 And Ms Stanish you may resume your

12 cross examination

13 MS STANISH Thank you Judge

14 BY MS STANISH

15 Going back to the autoimmune deficiency you

16 noticed that at one time period

17 At what time period what

18 On thie timeline

19 In tie summer of 2008

20 And is that suggestive of the beginning stages

21 of lupus Did she

22 truly dont know if the reason why she

23 was involved with the whole scenario of possible autoinmune

24 hepatitis is because of the way her insurance was set up she

25 had to go back to her primary doctor for referrals And it
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was recommended by the gastroenterologist that she be referred

tu the rheumatulogist And so she came back and saw me for

referral to go see the rheumatologist

And what exactly is rheumatologist

rheumatologist is specialist in conditions

like rteumatoid arthritis lupus autoimmune diseases of that

nature

Do you know if memory problems are associated

with lupus or other autoirrmune diseases

10 Not that dont know

11 You dont know And your from the time you

12 youre seeing her November of 2007 when shes diannosed

13 with hepatitis to midSeptember 2008 when shes not getting

14 the hepatitis treatment the drug reciment during that time

15 frame are are her are her viral loads stable or whats

16 going on there

17 do not know

18 You dont know Do you even know as today

19 if if the if the hepatitis has cleared her system

20 The last time was in contact with her was in

21 January of 2009

22 Okay So you dont know All right

23 know nothing after that visit

24 Well then guess cant ask you much more

25 so thank you
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THE COURT All right Mr Santacroce any cross

MR SANTACROCE Yes tIldi ik yOU

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Doctor you said that you noticed some

cocnitive impairment after the procedure or after the

d0gnoss of hepatitis

She came in with the initial complaint of

haThnq rLemory loss in March of 2008

10 Okay Arid is that when you noticed some

11 cocnitive impairment

12 Yes ordered an MRI of the brain at that

13 rme and it was normal Arid thought that it was probably

14 due to the amount of arxiety depression that she was

15 unoergong at that having at that point

16 Do you have an opinion as to whether or not

17 hep causes dementia or Alzheimers

18 dont have an opinion leave that up to

19 The gstroenterologist

20 Okay So you cant say to reasonable degree

21 of medical cerainty wfat if anythIng caused dementia or

22 Azheimers

23 What causes Alzheimers dementia

24 In her

25 No no not know
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Did she have is there formal diagnosis

for dementia mean whu du yuu go see to be diagnosed with

dementia

neurologist

Do you know if she saw neurologist

do not know if she saw neurologist

Coulo memory loss or dementia be caused by

treatment chemotherapy radiation things of that nature

Yes can

10 Arid your testimony was that she had undergone

11 radiation prior to her procedure at the clinic

12 That correct She did have radiation

13 treatment for breast cancer yes

14 MR SANTACROCE have nothing further Thank you

15 THE COURT Redirect

16 MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

17 THE COURT Any juror questions for this witness

18 No juror questions

19 Doctor thank you for your testimony Please dont

20 discuss your testimony wth any other witnesses and you are

21 excused at this time

22 And the State may call its next witness

23 MS WECKERLY Yereny Duenas

24 THE COURT Ma0rn just richt up here please next

25 to me And then face ths lady right there and she will
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administer the oath to you

YERENY DUENAS STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And

please state and spell your name

THE WITNESS My name is Yereny NY last

nameDuenas DUENAS
THE COURT All right Thank you

Ms Weckerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 BY MS WECKERLY

11 Ms Duenas how are you employed

12 Im employed

13 How

14 Through my employer No Im employed

15 through Zenith American Solutions Im participant service

16 coordinator

17 Arid what does that mean you do

18 We are the third party administrator for

19 bunch of the unions in town For example Culinary we pay

20 their claims we handle their eligibility we handle self pays

21 and things like that

22 Aridhow

23 On the insurance side medical insurance side

24 How long have you done that type of work

25 18 and half years
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Arid was the corqany that you work for always

known us Zenith Amer ican

No weve had different name changes through

the years It was previously ABPA and then we had merger

with Zenith so were row Zenith American Solutions

Okay And were you someone who was

specificdlly involved in handling claims for under Culinary

insurance bak in 2007

Yes was claims team leader

10 And as team leader do you handle claims

11 personally and do you supervise or how does that work

12 distribute the work if theres any

13 questions help the examiners any provider calls customer

14 escalated customer calls handle all those type of

15 issues go to contract meetings and so on

16 MS WECKERLV Your Honor may approach tfe

17 witness

18 THE COURT You may

19 MS WECKER1Y And Ive shown these to counsel

20 BY MS WECKERLY

21 Ms Duenas Im showing you whats been marked

22 as States 209 and theres actually several documents And

23 theres 209A and And if you could jest look through

24 all those

25 Okay
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and then let me know when youre done

Okciy Okuy

Are all of those documents related or all they

all business documents related to an insurance claim that was

processed by your company g-uess based on Culinary

insurance back in 2007

Yes but it looks lke theres statements in

there that the patient received from the actual doctors

office

10 Okay

11 Like the explanation of benefits that has our

12 name on it as ours out like these irvoices

13 Uh huh

14 they look like they are from the doctors

15 office Those are not from our offce

16 Okay You didnt generate these

17 No we did not

18 at the insurance company

19 generate those

20 but youre familiar with this type of

21 Yes

22 document being submitted

23 Yes

24 Is that fir

25 Yes
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Okay Are all of the documents in here

something that you would be familiar with from working

Yes

for 17 years

Yes

Okay

MS WECKERLY Your Honor the State moves to admit

209 and then 209A and

THE COURT Any obection

10 MS STANISH No Your Honor

11 THE COURT All right Those are all admitted

12 States Exhibit 209 209A 209B and 209C admitted

13 BY MS WECKERLY

14 Okay Can you is your screen on up there

15 Yes it is

16 Okay Perfect am showing you this is

17 20C and it looks like well you tell me What are we

18 looking at here

19 Okay These axe our internal processing

20 guidelines based as how the claim was processed in 2007

21 Okay

22 Its just an internal document that we have

23 that we provide for the examiners so they know when they

24 receive their certain claim type how kind of like what is

25 loaded in the system and what the background information is
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Okay Arid in 2007 through Culinary insurance

fur fu claiI or the dilestliesia cissociated with the

colonoscopy how is that measured or how is it determined

Our anesthesia claims are based on base units

pius tiiue times the RVU units

Oay And it looks like on here theres an

PVC unit urine

Correct

Arid was that the price in 2007

10 Yes for CPNA Yes it was

11 Okay So this is the price Sorry This $34

12 is the price that you pay per unit for the procedure

13 Correct

14 And you said the price is determined by

15 calculating the number of units associated with the procedure

16 Yes

17 And then just timing it by this 34

18 Yes

19 Okay And the other kind of information on

20 this document guess defines the sort of the conditions

21 of what can be billed or what counts or what doesnt

22 That Is correct

23 Im going to flip to well its the second

24 to the last page Okay And this this right here

25 which is the the second box on the page can you explain to
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us what information is contained in that box

OKay In this bux its basically how the

system calculates anesthesia time For example if the

anesthesia time billed is for example 45 minutes the system

looKs at that The system is progranmed to look at it every

15 every every unit every 15 minutes equals one unit

Oay
So nytning over 15 minutes gets rounded up to

the next unit So fcr exariple if 16 units were billed that

10 rounds up to two units

11 Okay And if its i2 minutes how many is

12 that

13 Thats one unit

14 And if its 32 minutes how many units is

15 that

16 Thats 32 units Is three units

17 Im sorry 32 minutes

18 Oh 32 minutes is three units

19 Okay So if you go at ll into

20 Round up Anything above 15 increments is

21 rounds up to two units

22 Okay And think you said that you have

23 base number of units associated with procedure and then you

24 add on those 15 minutes depending on how long the procedure

25 is
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Correct

And in 2007 what was tbe bds unit dssagnmelit

to couonoscopy

It was six units

Six units So it would be six plus whatever

15 minute increments

Correct

Times the 34

Correct

10 Okay So lets look at her claim detail And

11 maybe Ill zoom in just little Can you see that

12 Yes

13 Okay So this this page of the document

14 shows the claim is for anesthesia correct

15 Correct

16 And this would be this 560 would that be

17 the charges

18 SuLinitted Those are the bill charges

19 By the provider

20 Yes

21 Okay And it looks like there was is that

22 like discounted rate

23 Thats considered PPC discount where we

24 dont pay for it and the patient is not liable for it

25 Okay So thats because of the agreement that
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you had you discount the 560 by 254

Currect

Just off the top

And that would be the allowable

Okay And then it looks like this was the

eligible amount on the claim which is 306

Correct

And was there can you tell on this document

whether the patient ham to pay copay or whether you paio tue

10 whole thing

11 We pay the we paid the whole thing Over

12 here where it has percentage co insurance

13 You can actually write on the screen with your

14 fingernail

15 Oh

16 Yeah

17 Okay

18 If you want to just show us where that is

19 Okay

20 Right there that is shows that the

21 allowable whats considered at 100 percent so the patent

22 had no out of pocket

23 Okay And so this is how much Culinary and

24 the insurance company paid for her procedure

25 Correct
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And so this was $306

Now are you able to tell Im showing now

the last page of can you tap the bottom right of that with

your finger there Thank you This is the last page of 209

and it ooks like there is time entered on this document is

that fair

Yes

And what what is the time thats entered

10 This is the time thdt the that the provider

11 submitted that the patient was under anesthesia and its

12 1145 to 1218

13 And how many uxiits would that be

14 That would be three units

15 Okay And so with base unit of six thats

16 associated with the procedure and then you add three more

17 units so it was nine

18 Uh huh Times the 34 $34 per RVU

19 Okay And then we times that by this 34 RVU

20 1sa306

21 And thats the 306 that was paid on the claim

22 Thats correct

23 So let me ask you If this time were lower

24 like one less unit would less have been paid on this claim

25 Yes
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How much less

$37 less

0r34

34 Im sorry 34

34

Yes

And if it was one if it was procedure

that lasted under 15 minutes how many units could have been

blled

10 Just the one

11 Okay So it would have been seven times the

12 34

Correct

14 So each unit that was added on in terms of

15 anesthesia time increased how much was paid by the insurance

i6 company by $34 is that fair

17 That is correct

18 And in this particular claim $306 was paid

19 mecning nine units were billed

Yes

21 MS WECKERLY think thats all have

22 THE COURT Thank you

23 Cross

24 CROSS EXAMINATION

25 BY MS STANISH
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